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Summary
This study assesses the market size for introductory consumer wine education, why
and what consumers want to learn, and how much they are prepared to pay for it.
Moreover, this study assesses whether consumer education matters from a wine
trade perspective – does a better educated consumer exhibit higher value behaviour,
like buying more expensive wines?

6-7m regular wine drinkers are interested in wine courses, with 4-5m willing to pay
for at least an entry-level 2-hour course. These can be a ‘gateway’ to hook
consumers who can be ‘funnelled’ into higher-priced, deeper courses. Courses of at
least 1 day yield +12% uplift in off-trade spend per bottle, and +11% in the on-trade.
Uplifts 2-3 times higher and up to +49% appear possible from deeper courses like
WSET Level 2, incentivising the trade to provide education, either themselves or
through partners.

Building confidence is a key motivation for consumers to take a course. They are
also looking for fun, enjoyable experiences. As a result, certification is less important,
meaning WSET Level 1 is not perfect for all consumers. Therefore, to maximise
consumer uptake, private educators have an opportunity to shape and distribute
consumer-focused courses, for the benefit of the wine industry.
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Introduction
The UK has a long tradition of wine education to ensure the wine trade understands
its complex category, so it can manage, buy and sell more effectively. This is
reflected in the UK origins of such globally recognised trade education bodies as the
Wine and Spirit Education Trust (WSET), Court of Master Sommeliers (CMS) and
the Institute of Masters of Wine (IMW).

Interest in wine courses is not however restricted to members of the trade: interested
wine consumers look to tuition to increase their own understanding of the category.
In response, a relatively diverse supply-side has evolved to offer consumers wine
courses. This includes education arms of retailers and merchants, such as Berry
Bros Wine School or Loki Wine, independent wine educators like Michael Schuster,
and specialist education businesses like the London Wine Academy or the national,
23-franchise, Local Wine School (LWS) network. These organisations provide a mix
of courses – some of their own design, some as WSET Approved Programme
Providers (APPs), and some as a mix of both. A review of current supply found
almost 40 organisations with online presences, offering consumers around 80
courses (see weblinks in Table 10, Appendices).

This consumer education industry appears to be growing in importance, with WSET
reporting 25-30% of their students at lower levels of the WSET hierarchy being
consumers rather than trade1. LWS, offering both own-designed and WSET courses,
report having had 60,000 consumers attend courses since inception in 20002.
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Antony Moss MW, qualitative research interview – see Methodology
Chris Powell, qualitative research interview – see Methodology
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But what is the potential for this industry? To understand that, we need to
understand demand: how big is the potential market in consumer numbers, and what
are they looking for? How well served by current supply is it, and can the supply-side
fine-tune offerings to maximise uptake? What motivates consumers to be interested
in a course and how can courses be positioned to capture the most potential
customers?

In addition, we should consider the implications of consumer education for the wine
business. In June 2017, the Wine and Spirit Trade Association (WSTA) reported the
average retail price at £5.56 / 75cl (WSTA, 2017), with volumes sold over £10 per
bottle in 2015 estimated at under 2% of the total market (WSTA / Nielsen, 2016).
Even accounting for typical under-reporting of independent retailers in Nielsen data,
we can posit that the total fine wine world represents just 5-10% of UK wine retail,
with average bottle prices probably little more than £6.00.

Getting consumers to trade up to higher value bottles, as well as to experiment with
new and different styles of wine, are common concerns within the trade. On the
assumption that a better-informed consumer is more likely to exhibit these highervalue behaviours, consumer education should play a role in growing fine wine.

Which invites the obvious question: does this assumption hold true, that more
knowledgeable consumers spend more, try broader ranges, and perhaps drink more
wine? Should the wine trade care about, and actively support, consumer education?
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The purpose of this study is to address these two dimensions: the size and character
of the wine education consumer market, and the impact for the wine trade. In
particular, this study focuses on introductory education, taken to be any formally
taught, general course up to the equivalent of WSET Level 2.

Specifically:
Q1.

What proportion of regular monthly wine consumers have any interest in
elementary wine courses?

Q2.

What attitudinal and other characteristics drive that level of interest?

Q3.

What course features are of greater or lesser appeal, e.g. facts about specific
regions vs. how to taste wine vs. making wine?

Q4.

How much would they pay for selected real examples of courses?

Q5.

Are those who have been on a wine course more likely to be higher value to
the wine trade – do they buy at higher price points, experiment more or drink
more wine?
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Review of Research Context
In terms of the potential market size and characteristics for wine education in the UK,
little public research appears to exist. To assess possible private sources of such
data, neither WSET nor LWS – both significant suppliers in the market – have
conducted such quantitative research. Likewise, wine research specialists Wine
Intelligence report not having conducted such studies for any clients (Halstead, pers.
comm.).

Where research does exist is in assessing the impact of wine education. However,
even here, as Sagala and Lopes (Sagala et al, 2013) explained: “The value of wine
education is an under-studied subject. To this day, when looking for sources of
literature on the value of wine education courses one finds very little as this topic has
not been researched to any extent”. Their 2013 paper is the most comprehensive,
reporting longitudinal research conducted over 24 months from 2010 to 2012. This
tested a group of consumers before and after attending Société des Alcools de
Québec 5-week wine courses. Their 4th research question, “Do wine education
courses lead to up-trading or cross-trading? Do they engage more?”, is most
pertinent. Whilst consumption frequencies did not change, reported spend on wine
did: +16% for 56% (n=134), 15 months post-enrolment, and +16.5% for 77% of the
smaller (n=70) group tested again at 24 months. This is an important result, albeit
from a different market, suggesting positive impacts of wine education on the key
value-adding behaviour of increased spend.

Other notable studies, again applying longitudinal methodologies following
consumers pre / post courses, examined impacts on knowledge and expertise,
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rather than value-adding behaviour directly. Most recently, also in Canada, Cliff’s
team (Cliff et al, 2016) assessed impacts on sensory perceptions of a selected set of
wines. In the north-eastern US, a 12-month, quasi-consumer study of university
students established that their objective knowledge increased through education
(Taylor et al, 2011). This latter study built on an earlier one also to establish impacts
on knowledge levels (Taylor et al, 2008).

In summary, research to quantify and characterise the UK consumer education
market does not appear to exist, giving an opportunity to add to industry knowledge
in this area. Research into the impact of education on knowledge and behaviour is
limited to North American studies, but does suggest that uplifts should be
anticipated, particularly in consumer wine spend. Confirming this for the UK would
therefore add weight to the hypothesis that better-educated consumers do translate
to higher-value.
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Methodology
Overall structure
To estimate a market size requires quantitative research. To understand consumer
intent underpinning market size, alongside attitudes and preferences, requires
consumer market research. Without extant sources, this necessitated primary
research. To maximise quality of the quantitative research it was preceded and
followed by qualitative work.

The initial qualitative phase was supply-side preparatory analysis:
a) desk research to give an overview of introductory courses offered to
consumers
b) in-depth 30-60 minute interviews with selected practitioners on their views on
the nature of their customers

These data and opinions fed into quantitative questionnaire development, to
maximise comprehensiveness of the quantitative survey.

After quantitative research and statistical analysis, further practitioner interviews
were conducted to get their views of the results, and augment results interpretation.

Supply-side preparatory research
Desk research was conducted in late 2016 and refreshed in January 2017 (see
weblinks in Table 10, Appendices). To provide a comprehensive, though not
exhaustive, overview of typical courses offered to consumers, a Google search for
“UK consumer wine courses” was conducted, followed by documenting all valid
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results on Google pages 1-10. This yielded 37 providers, one of which, LWS,
represents 23 franchises nationwide. These providers offered 80 courses, of which
37 were some combination of WSET Levels 1-3. Remaining courses provided
information on non-WSET courses typically offered, as well as key features and
prices of each course. This courses dataset also guided selection of real courses for
testing in Q4.

Qualitative interviews with 6 consumer education practitioners were conducted in
February and March 2017, alongside shorter conversations with 2 others (*). These
practitioners represented a range of suppliers, including:


Major wine school: Chris Powell, founder and CEO, Local Wine School



WSET: Antony Moss MW*



Small independent provider: Michael Schuster



Association of Wine Educators (AWE): Stephen Rosser, AWE Council



Central London merchant: Demetri Walters MW, Berry Bros Wine School



Regional merchant: Jonathan Rodgers, Solent Wine Experience



Newly launched school: James Dawson, Humble Grape*



Online provider: Ben Hedley, The Expert Academy, Jancis Robinson’s
Mastering Wine Online Course

Structured discussions explored their perspectives on characteristics of their
customers, motivations for taking a course, features that prove popular or that they
have chosen to offer, and their beliefs on the impact on customers’ wine behaviour.
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Follow-up in-depth discussions of results were conducted in May 2017 with Chris
Powell, Antony Moss MW and Ben Hedley.

Quantitative research structure and sampling
To answer research questions Q1-4 a quantitative survey of general wine consumers
was required. Based on the experience of research agency partner Wine
Intelligence, an estimated 20% incidence rate of consumers “interested” in
elementary wine education suggested a target sample size of 1,000 to yield 200
‘Interested’ consumers for deeper analysis of that sub-group. This meant that
questions specific to this research could be appended to Wine Intelligence’s annual
Vinitrac UK consumer survey, thereby linking results to a recognised source of
market insight including Vinitrac’s established consumer segments.

Fieldwork was conducted by Wine Intelligence in March 2017. This provided existing
Vinitrac attitudinal, behavioural and demographic questions alongside specific new
questions on wine course interest, motivations, course features and willingness to
pay. In combination, these were designed to answer Q1-4 (see Appendices for main
questionnaire). Respondents were also asked if they were in the wine trade, to
isolate a pure consumer sample.

To build evidence for the impact of education on behaviour (Q5) a comparative
method was chosen. Two samples of wine consumers had sample averages for
specific behaviours and attitudes compared, to test for significant differences. The
key was to keep both samples similar but with one difference: they had either taken
an introductory wine course or not. The experimental design was therefore to take
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Interested consumers from the main survey and compare with a second survey of
known course-takers, with samples controlled for demographics to maximise like-forlike similarity.

This comparative method can give strong evidence to support the hypothesis that
education drives behaviour positively for the wine trade. However, its limitation is
demonstrating absolute causality. To establish this, a longitudinal method like those
above would be appropriate, but time, cost and recruitment of respondents rendered
this step impractical. The comparative method was therefore selected as giving
sufficiently strong evidence, whilst allowing the overall study to be delivered.

The ‘Course-takers’ question-set was also written to include retrospective versions of
questions asked to the ‘Main’ sample, to allow close comparisons of motivations. For
example, “I know people who have done wine courses, and they enjoyed it” as a
motivational statement for the Main sample was rephrased to “I knew people who
had done wine courses, and they’d enjoyed it”.

Finally, given that the Main survey respondents were a random sample of monthly
wine consumers, some were anticipated to have taken introductory wine courses. To
ensure a true sample of consumers who had not taken a course, the Main survey
asked all respondents about courses already taken. Those selecting any course
were routed into Course-takers questions. Incidence of Course-takers in the general
population was unknown, but transpired to be almost 13%, yielding more than 100
consumer Course-takers within the Main questionnaire sample.
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This unexpectedly large group was sufficient for analysis that would not be possible
with a separately-sourced sample of Course-takers, such as comparative uptakes of
different kinds of courses in the market. Moreover, the sample was large enough to
conduct Q5 comparative analyses and establish statistically significant differences,
with the added advantage of being from the same source as the Non-taker
respondents. This both eliminated possible sampling biases and gave a market-wide
perspective to Q5.

Nevertheless, a separate survey of course-takers was still done, with the aim of
augmenting Main sample analyses with breakdowns by course-type. Fieldwork was
conducted from 16-22nd May 2017 by Wine Intelligence. The sample (n=392) was
sourced from the customer database of LWS franchises. LWS offer several courses
of their own design typical of course types in the market, as well as WSET Levels 13 as a major APP, thereby giving a both a representative range of courses and
national coverage.

Question structures
Q1-specific questions
Base course interest was assessed with a single statement: “How interested are you
in taking an introductory, tutored course to learn more about wine?”. Responses
were measured on an 11-point, 0 (no interest) to 10 (high interest) Likert-type scale.
The 11-point range was chosen to maximise differentiation and get a range of
variance for subsequent analyses, such as regression-based driver analysis. The
descriptors “introductory” and “tutored” were included to frame the level of learning
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as elementary, and to imply something formally taught rather than, for example, selfstudy via wine books.

Q2-specific questions
Motivations for taking a course were assessed using 14 attitudinal statements. Each
was measured on a 0-10, Likert-type agreement scale, again for maximum
differentiation and variance.

Specific statements were developed in conjunction with input from qualitative
interviews. With guidance from Wine Intelligence, these were limited to 14 to
minimise respondent fatigue risks. Table 1 shows the statements, along with
abbreviations used throughout this paper. The order shown to respondents was
randomised and rotated, to avoid ordering bias:
Full statement as shown in Main questionnaire
I’d feel more comfortable ordering wine at
restaurants, if I knew more about it
I’m spending more on wine, so I’d like to understand
it better
I think I would get better value-for-money, if I knew
more about wine
I’d have the confidence to try different wines, if I
knew more about it
I’d like to know more to get a job in the wine trade
I’d like to learn more because wine is a fascinating
subject
I often entertain clients, and I’d like to be better at
choosing wines to impress them
I have friends or family who know a lot about wine,
and I’d like to keep up with them
I know people who have done wine courses, and
they enjoyed it
I would go on a wine course as part of company
training or team-building
I would love it if I was given a wine course as a gift
I would never do a wine course run by a wine shop
as they’d be biased to their wines
I would want a wine course to be fun, first and
12

Abbreviation in this Paper
Restaurant confidence
Spending more
Value for money
Confidence to try different
Join wine trade
Fascinating subject
Impress clients
Keep up with friends
Friends have done
Company event
Given as gift
Not by a wine shop
Fun

foremost
A wine course would be a great social event with Social event
friends or family
Table 1: Motivational attitudinal survey statements

Q3-specific questions
The preparatory online research into courses currently offered included summarising
the key features each provider offered. A long list of 157 features was developed,
which were categorised and summarised into 13 features included in the survey –
again to minimise respondent fatigue. These were mostly common features such as
tasting technique. However, some were included that differentiated some courses,
like provision of certification; others that could carry significant cost or time
implications if provided, such as sweet, sparkling and fortified. Table 2 shows the
features, which were again randomised and rotated:
Feature as described in Main survey
How to taste wine: identifying wine components,
wine quality and ageability
Learning specific aromas using aroma sample kits
like “Nez du Vin”
What influences wine flavours: winemaking, vintage,
location, etc…
Wine faults like ‘corked’, ‘musty’ or ‘oxidised’
Key red and white grape varieties, and their styles
Overview of ‘classic’ Old World regions like
Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne or Rioja
Overview of major New World regions like
Marlborough, Mendoza, Napa or Barossa
Key wine producers, and the people and stories
behind particular wines
Business and legal aspects: wine labelling, taxes
and pricing, appellation systems, etc.
Food and wine matching
Storing, ageing and serving wine
Choosing wine well, in supermarkets, wine shops,
restaurants etc
Formal certification e.g. QCF (formerly NVQ) Level 1
or 2
13

Abbreviation in this Paper
Tasting technique
Learning aromas
Flavour influences
Wine faults
Key varieties
Classic regions
New World regions
Key producers
Business and legal
Food and wine
Storing and serving
Choosing wine
Certification

Table 2: Course feature survey statements

Respondents were asked to score importance of each feature to them. A 0-10 Likerttype scale was again used, here for ease of answering and to minimise the amount
of questionnaire time required to complete the question. This method has a
limitation: it does not force respondents to make a trade-off – they could score each
feature independently, rather than differentiate relative importance. However, in
Wine Intelligence’s experience, UK-based survey-takers tend to give sufficient
differentiation of relative importance using this method, for it to be adequate for the
purposes of this study.

More involved research methods exist, like Choice experiments (or Choice-based
Conjoint), that better simulate real trade-offs consumers make and estimate
importance more accurately. These can establish both importance and monetary
value of different features. However, given both questionnaire time and cost
requirements, they would be more appropriate for a focused, in-depth course design
project for launching a new commercial proposition.

Q4-specific questions
Consumers’ willingness to pay for courses was assessed by testing the maximum
amount the respondent would pay for examples of real courses on the market.
Respondents were presented with a precis of each course and simply asked to type
in a number, including £0 if they wouldn’t pay for that course. To manage both
respondent fatigue and total questionnaire length, 6 courses were tested, with each
respondent being exposed to 4 on random rotation. This then generated over 550
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data points per course. Further, again to manage respondent fatigue, the precis for
each course was 50-100 words long.

The courses tested were examples that reflected the range of course structures on
the market. Also included was an online course – even though these are
comparatively rare – on the basis that online learning can be highly cost-effective at
least for teaching wine theory. The full list of courses is shown in Table 3 alongside
typical pricing:
Course Full Name
Jancis Robinson’s Mastering Wine online course
A local wine merchant’s 2-hour, 1 evening course
Local Wine School’s 1 day course
Local Wine School’s 8-week course
WSET Level 1
WSET Level 2

Abbreviation
Online
2 hour
1 day
8 week
WSET 1
WSET 2

Price range
£45
£20-30
£75-85
£175-195
£130-150
£325-405

Table 3: Real courses tested for Q4 willingness to pay experiment

In each case, to be as representative as possible, the precis wordings were based
on the online description of each course, since this would be a major route for new
consumers to discover and assess courses they could take (see Appendices p82 for
all wordings).

This willingness-to-pay assessment method is a simple one. It is designed to assess
consumers’ underlying expectations of price, rather than make a complex simulation
of actual purchase behaviour. Its purpose is to identify macroscopic discrepancies
between those expectations and real prices in the marketplace. When consumers
are asked to put money on the table, ‘interest’ is often moderated, so this adds an
additional lens to core ‘interest’. Were the purpose of this study to estimate actual
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uptake and set optimum pricing for a specific proposition, a Choice experiment
outlined above would again be appropriate.

Rather than giving respondents options to choose or a range of prices to select
between, a simple number entry system was used, to avoid ‘guiding’ consumers by
providing an anchoring range, particularly with courses whose actual prices range
from £20 to £400. A downside risk of this is unrealistic estimates that give significant
high outliers. However, this is mitigated by the analysis performed – plotting
economists’ “Price-Quantity” curves, where high outliers simply ‘qualify’ the individual
respondent as being willing to pay at least what the course costs; the actual high
figure itself thus impacts the analysis less.

Q5-specific questions
The key questions for comparative analysis were chosen to assess 3 potential valueadding factors for the wine trade: average price per bottle, exploration of different
wines and consumption frequency. Vinitrac standard questions existed to do that:


Consumption frequency by different occasions, on and off-trade



Price per bottle by occasion



White and red varieties consumed in the last 6 months to measure breadth of
repertoire, as an assessment of range of exploration



Production regions aware of, as a potential supporting indicator of exploration



General wine attitude statement of willingness to explore
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Analytic techniques by research Question
Given the interplay between course ‘interest’ and willingness to pay, analytic
techniques for both should be considered together.

Q1 and Q4 techniques
For Q1, interest was assessed by a frequency distribution of the core, 0-10 scale,
‘interest’ question. Multiplication of the proportion who are ‘interested’ by the total UK
market size of monthly wine consumers who have not yet done a wine course, then
gives the size of the market that is ‘available’ to course providers.

To decide what cut-off score marks whether someone can be defined as ‘interested’,
average willingness to pay by interest score was plotted for each Q4 course to
identify ‘break points’ at which willingness to pay shifted upwards. Respondents
above the ‘interested’ boundary were then classed as Interested and ‘Available’ to
wine educators. Simple cross-tabulations against demographics were performed to
describe the characteristics of Interested consumers vs. other consumers.

For Q4, Price-Quantity curves were plotted, showing the decreasing proportion of the
population willing to pay at least price X as price X increased. For each of the 6 real
offerings, all non-£0 responses were split into deciles using SPSS’s deciles function,
and respondents were placed in their decile. Cumulative populations were then
plotted such that 100% of respondents would pay £0, declining to those in the
topmost decile only, at the price-point of that top decile. Overlaying the actual market
price of each course then established the proportion of Interesteds who would pay at
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least that price. That estimated how much of the Available market each course can
‘access’ by virtue of its pricing. This ‘Accessible’ market thus takes price into
account.

Q2 techniques
Simple mean scores for Interested respondents were calculated to assess relative
importance of different motivations.

On the hypothesis that differences in motivations for taking a course would exist
within the Interested group, cluster analysis was performed to identify natural
motivational sub-groups. Hierarchical clustering was used for its clarity of cluster
formation, with Ward’s Method applied to generate similar-sized clusters. Mean
scores for each cluster’s attitudes, along with indicative demographics, were used to
characterise each group and ensure clusters were logically sound. The optimum
cluster solution was then used to identify key motivational differences amongst
Interesteds.

Finally, to test the relative importance of motivations in building base interest in doing
a course, driver analysis was performed. Linear regression with stepwise variable
selection was conducted, using Q1 base interest as the dependent variable, and
motivations, alongside general attitudes, as independent variables. Models were
considered valid with F-score > 4, the overall model significant at 95% confidence
(p<0.050) and estimates of constant and each parameter also significant at 95%
confidence (p<0.050). Models were optimised to maximise F and R2 variance
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explained, where R2 > 0.4 would be considered moderate-strength, R2 > 0.6 strong
and R2 > 0.8 very strong.

Q3 techniques
Simple mean importance scores for Interested consumers were plotted for each
feature, to give an overview of relative importance of different features.

Mean scores were then calculated for each motivational cluster, to observe any
major differences in the functional components of courses between those groups
known to differ in motivation.

Q5 techniques
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted on each of the key comparison data
outlined above, comparing Interesteds with Course-takers from the Main sample.
Statistically significant differences between the mean scores for each group
(p<0.050) were identified.

Equivalent comparisons using the second survey of LWS customer course-takers
(‘LWS Takers’) were conducted to supplement the comparative analysis from within
the Main sample, by drilling down into effects of course depth on uplifts.

In both cases, responses were weighted to equalise Age, Gender and Income sociodemographics, to control for those variables and maximise like-for-like comparison.
This means that the absolute values of mean scores cannot be considered
representative of the population, and differ from the absolute values calculated in
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Q1-4 analysis. However, the relative, percentage differences in each mean are
representative and valid.

Statistical considerations
Data were supplied in SPSS format, by Wine Intelligence, with the following analyses
pre-prepared by Wine Intelligence:


Vinitrac Portraits: respondents were coded into Wine Intelligence’s Vinitrac
consumer segments, using their proprietary algorithm



Consumption frequencies and spend: recoding and combining variables to
calculate overall on and off-trade consumption frequencies and per-bottle
spends for each respondent, using Wine Intelligence’s standard approach



Weighting: a weighting factor was calculated by Wine Intelligence that
ensured the main sample was representative of the market. This weighting
was used for all analyses for Q1-4



Brand preferences by Vinitrac Portrait: data table to produce Figure 27

All subsequent statistical analyses were conducted by the author, using SPSS.
Results were considered statistically significant at 95% Confidence (p<0.050).
Averages expressed are arithmetic means.
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Results and Analysis
Overall market structure
Cross-tabulation of the total sample (n=998) to identify those in the wine trade and
those having taken courses, revealed a surprisingly high proportion of regular wine
drinkers having taken a formal wine course of at least 2 hours – 12.4% (95%
Confidence Interval (CI) 12-14%), shown in Figure 1:

Wine trade: 2-4%
Consumers
Course-takers:

12-14%

Non-takers:

82-87%

Figure 1: Estimated total market split of regular wine drinkers

With an estimate of 2.9% (CI 2-4%) working in the wine trade, that identified 84.5%
(CI 82-87%) of monthly wine consumers who have not yet taken a wine course.

Q1 and Q4: Market size and willingness to pay
Within the 85% of consumers who have not taken a course, the distribution of basic
interest shows 27.0% (CI 24-30%) scoring 7 / 10 or higher:
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Figure 2: Consumer Non-taker distribution by course interest

Within that, the most ‘committed’ group (9-10) represents 7%.

To estimate when a consumer is genuinely ‘interested’, cross-analysis with mean Q4
willingness-to-pay data, cut by interest score, revealed break points for each Q4
course. This was supported by equivalent plots of % of respondents paying £0. For
example, Online results are shown in Figure 3:
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Figure 3: Online mean willingness to pay by interest
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(Note: small sample <30 for interest = 9 so values should be taken with caution)

We see both a clear ‘step’ up in mean willingness to pay at 7, and a drop-off in
respondents not willing to pay anything. An additional step is seen between 3 and 4,
suggesting a second break-point, and a mid-group considered as ‘Semi-interested’.
Repeating this for each of the 6 Q4 courses showed similar patterns, with paired
break-points around 4 and 7. However, ordering the courses by level of
‘commitment’ required of a course-taker (time, effort and likely cost), shows an
interesting variation around the lowest and highest ‘commitment’ (Table 4). Where
required commitment is lower, interest break-points appear to reduce and vice versa
at the higher end:

2 hour
Online
1 day
WSET 1
8 week
WSET 2

0
£6
£14
£16
£17
£28
£30

1
2
£16
£17
£18
£17
£20
£22
£24
£24
£24
£50
£68
£37
Uninterested

3
£23
£21
£47
£38
£51
£64

4
5
6
£27
£29
£28
£36
£39
£33
£38
£43
£45
£53
£53
£52
£109 £123 £103
£78
£106
£81
Semi-interested

7
£37
£50
£61
£75
£153
£110

8
9
£36
£35
£52
£44
£58
£50
£73
£79
£167 £143
£123 £185
Interested

10
£51
£52
£72
£98
£179
£180

Table 4: Interest break-point analysis by Q4 course, ordered by course commitment

Considering these results overall, the key break-point for Interested is validated at 7+
/ 10. Broadly, 3 or less indicates someone who is entirely ‘Uninterested’. The
intermediate Semi-interesteds could be a secondary market, who may be attracted
by offerings from time-to-time, but for whom courses should not be tailored.

Applying this to a total population of regular wine consumers estimated to be 28m
(Halstead, pers. comms.), 82-87% of whom are consumer non-takers, we can
therefore identify a core target market of Interesteds as 28m x 82-87% x 24-30% =
23

5.5-7.3m. We can thus estimate the target consumer market size available to the
industry at 6-7m. Likewise, Semi-interesteds represent 8-9m and Uninteresteds the
majority, at 11-13m.

Profiling these interest groups demographically, alongside the main sample’s
Course-takers, identifies differences:
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35%

12%
22%

65+

10%

16%

55-64

20%

19%

45-54

18%

35-44
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9%
15%

19%

22%

19%
19%

25%

20%
20%
24%

12%
10%
3%

32%

13%
6%

Uninterested Semi-interested

10%

11%

7%

Interested

Course-taker

Total market

Figure 4: Interest by Age (Χ2 p=0.000)
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41%

46%
57%
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50%
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50%
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Figure 5: Interest by Gender (Χ2 p=0.011)
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6%
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£35-45k

29%

£20-35k

<£20k

24%

13%
14%
18%

16%

14%

20%
19%

19%

35%
29%

17%

13%

Uninterested Semi-interested

26%

22%

8%
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13%
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Course-taker

Total Market

Figure 6: Interest by Income (Χ2 p=0.001)
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Figure 7: Interest by Region (Χ2 p=0.002)
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Figure 8: Interest by Vinitrac UK Portraits Consumer Segment (Χ2 p=0.000)

This profiling shows a clear and strong relationship between interest and age, with
markedly higher interest amongst the young. This carries through to Course-takers,
albeit with greater presence of older age groups – potentially since they have simply
been alive longer to have done a course in the past. Income also has a clear, strong
relationship to interest, likely reflecting wine as a lifestyle choice for wealthier
classes. Income also carries through into actual course participation, probably due to
having the disposable income to spend on doing a course. For gender, there is no
clear pattern, however it is noteworthy that women are in the majority of Interesteds
whilst men dominate Course-takers. This may reflect current trends in wine
education, of increasing uptake by women against a historical male-dominated
backdrop. In all 3 cases, it is clear why these factors must be controlled for between
Interesteds and Course-takers in Q5 analysis.
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Region, importantly, shows no impact on interest, but a significantly higher London
and South-east dominance in Course-takers. This probably reflects greater supplyside course availability in the area, rather than a regional demand-side factor.

Finally, analysis by Vinitrac consumer segment shows a dramatic relationship
between one segment – Generation Treaters – and both interest and participation in
wine courses. This segment, who are younger and reflect the mindset of the
Millennial generation, are likely to value experiences as much as simple
consumption. Wine courses are by their very nature experiential, and it may well be
this dimension that proves so attractive to this segment. As James Dawson, founder
of Humble Grape wine bar, explained during the qualitative interview phase, his
reason to launch 1-day courses at the end of 2016 was not to sell more wine per se,
but to provide experiences that consumers are increasingly interested in. This result
suggests he has found a rich seam to tap into.

Considering the whole Available market, at 6-7m this represents a significant
opportunity for the consumer wine education industry, providing the economics of
course supply allow profitable access to these individuals. Plotting willingness to pay
data as Price-Quantity curves helps estimate the proportion of this market demand
who are ‘Accessible’ by current supply offerings as they are priced today.

Using the Online wine course again to illustrate, Figure 9 shows that only around
47% of Interesteds stated willingness to pay an amount greater than or equal to that
charged today:
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Quantiy of respondnets willing to pay

600

Actual market price: £45
500
400
300
200
100
0
£0

£1-10

£10-20 £20-30 £30-40 £40-50

£50

£51-99 £99-150 £150+

Price willing to pay by decile
Interested

Semi-interested

Uninterested

Figure 9: Price-Quantity curve for the Online course by level of interest

Repeating this for all 6 courses yielded Table 5. Firstly, this reinforces the notion that
Interesteds truly are interested, with significantly greater willingness to pay the actual
price than all non-takers:

Course (actual pricing)
2 Hour (£20-30)
Online (£45)
1 Day (£75-85)
WSET 1 (£130-150)
8 Week (£175-195)
WSET 2 (£325-405)

% of Interesteds willing
to pay >= actual price
78%
47%
33%
21%
31%
12%

% of all non-takers
willing to pay >= actual
53%
27%
20%
11%
16%
7%

Table 5: Willingness to pay at least market price by course

Given the simplicity of the measurement technique, care must be taken not to overclaim accuracy. Nevertheless, we can size the Accessible market in broad terms:


75% are open to any current course: 4-5m



33% are open to more ‘serious’ courses of at least 1 day: 2-2.5m



10% are open to the most ‘serious’: c. 500-750,000
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The overall market structure can then be split as represented in Figure 10:

11-13m Uninterested

8-9m Semi-interested
1-2m: Interested marginal targets
2-2.5m: Entry-point targets
1.5-2m: Prime targets
500-750k: Hard core

Accessible market: 4-5m
Available market: 6-7m

Figure 10: Consumer non-takers total market breakdown

Considering Table 5 and Figure 10 together, there are 3 noteworthy results. First, the
low-cost, low-commitment 2 Hour course maximises Accessibility of demand from a
supply-side perspective and provides the best mechanism for ‘getting the marginal
consumer through the door’. This reflects a key tenet of Chris Powell at LWS, that
their 2 Hour course acts as a gateway, giving customers an education taster which
leads them onto higher, deeper, more expensive courses.

Second, the Online course has relatively strong Accessibility at around half,
suggesting online offerings could also act as gateways. Whilst online elements have
been incorporated into WSET courses including Level 2, to help manage costs and
provide flexibility of learning, relatively little exists purely for consumers. In part, this
results from the challenge of teaching physical tasting through virtual methods.
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Jonathan Rodgers of the Solent Wine Experience, who created a standalone online
course with marked assignments, reports engagement with his course that tends to
tail-off as users move through the course, perhaps reflecting the absence of
interactive tasting.

Nevertheless, as Ben Hedley agreed, a key advantage of online is that, once
produced, pricing is far more flexible than classroom courses as the marginal cost of
delivery is almost nil, allowing price promotion to maximise reach. Moreover, online
has few geographic constraints, meaning it can reach Interesteds whose nearest
course provider is not local. Further, it is possible to develop ‘taste-along’ modules
with recommended wines, perhaps in conjunction with a retail partner for whom
education would be advantageous, such as Waitrose, Majestic or Laithwaite’s.
Finally, online components designed for consumers could again be used alongside
classroom teaching, to moderate course cost and maximise classroom focus on
tasting. Both are models Ben is keen to investigate to build appeal of Mastering
Wine, and the role of online is likely to expand in future.

Finally, both WSET courses tested appear to have low Accessibility. For Level 2, as
the most expensive and highest commitment course, this should not be a surprise.
However, Level 1, presented in 1-day format, looks disproportionately low when
compared with the similar-commitment 1 Day course, attracting only 21% vs 33%.
The relative performance of Level 1 vs. 1 Day suggests there may be a pricing and /
or product design issue with Level 1 vs. comparable consumer offerings.
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To investigate this more deeply, we can examine penetrations of each course type
amongst Course-takers (n=120), shown in Figure 11:

2 Hour

49%

1 Day

21%

4 Week

22%

WSET 1

14%

8 Week
WSET 2
WSET 3

15%
2%
4%

Figure 11: Penetrations of course types by Course-takers
(Note: does not sum to 100% as individuals can take more than one course)

The 50% higher level of Accessibility of the 1 Day course vs. Level 1, observed in
Interesteds’ willingness-to-pay, is replicated almost exactly in reality. This is a
powerful result that not only helps validate the willingness-to-pay approach, but also
reinforces the hypothesis that Level 1 is not optimised for consumers.

The actual penetration also replicates the relative Accessibility of the 2 Hour course,
with 49% penetration being 2.3 times higher than the 1 Day course, identical to the
willingness-to-pay ratio of 78%:33%. This external consistency further validates the
usefulness of insight from the willingness-to-pay data and reinforces the hypothesis
that a 2 Hour course can be a gateway to further courses. By analysing the
proportion of those 2 Hour attendees (n=59) who have then also done ‘higher’
courses, the gateway hypothesis is further supported, since around 30% (28.8%)
had indeed done so, suggesting a fair degree of ‘upward’ feed.
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Actively managing this ‘funnelling’ down from gateway to deeper courses is an
important element of Chris Powell’s LWS business model. Conducting the equivalent
analysis on the LWS Takers sample (n=363) revealed similar 2 Hour penetration, but
far higher penetrations of the deepest courses (Figure 12):

2 Hour

45%

1 Day

18%

4 Week
WSET L1

11%
6%

8 Week

25%

WSET L2
WSET L3

21%
8%

Figure 12: LWS Takers sample course penetrations

Conversion from 2 Hour to ‘higher’ was similar (24%). But this continued consistently
down each step of the chain (Table 6). This is in line with Chris’ upselling model
which has particular focus on LWS’s flagship 8 Week course. This suggests that
active management, from the 2 Hour gateway down, can successfully sell
consumers in-depth wine courses:
% also done 'higher'
course
24%
23%
31%
65%
26%
29%

Done at least:
2 Hour
1 Day
4 Week
WSET L1
8 Week
WSET L2
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Table 6: LWS Takers conversion rates to 'higher' courses
(Note: small sample n<30 for WSET L1 so result should be treated with caution)

To summarise key Q1 & Q4 results and analysis:


Available market: 6-7m regular consumers interested enough to take a course



Accessible market is smaller: 2-3m willing to pay for more ‘serious’ 1 Day+
courses



Accessibility is maximised by 2 Hour course: 5-6m, due to a low-commitment /
low-cost entry point



Online courses also show wide reach, suggesting gateway potential currently
under-exploited



30% course progression of 2 Hour course takers to ‘higher’ courses suggests
a role for such ‘taster’ courses as a gateway for ‘serious’ course uptake



LWS-specific data suggests active management from the gateway down can
significantly enhance uptake of the most in-depth courses



WSET Level 1 has disproportionately low willingness to pay and penetration
than equivalent 1 Day consumer courses, suggesting a price and / or product
issue

Q2: Motivations
Understanding what makes an Interested interested helps with shaping both content
and positioning of courses. This insight was given by analysis of the 14 motivational
attitudes, alongside more general wine attitudes from the main
questionnaire.
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Vinitrac

Base attitudinal analysis
The starting point was a straightforward review of average scores for each
motivational statement amongst Interesteds:
Given as gift

7.9

Fun

7.8

Social event

7.7

Fascinating subject

7.6

Confidence to try different

7.3

Value for money

7.1

Restaurant confidence

7.0

Spending more

6.7

Company event

5.8

Keep up with friends

4.9

Friends have done

4.7

Not by a wine shop

4.7

Join wine trade

4.6

Impress clients

4.1

Figure 13: Interesteds mean course motivational attitude scores out of 10

This simple plot suggests hedonistic, social components are significant, alongside
sheer intellectual interest in the subject of wine. Confidence is also a notable
component – whether ordering in restaurants, being comfortable picking different
wines or ensuring money is well spent.

Desire to Join the wine trade or to Impress clients are both low, but this should not
surprise, since these cases will be specific to only a limited sub-group of individuals
who are in those situations.

“Not by a wine shop” also scores relatively low, which suggests that direct
involvement of the wine trade in education, with all the potential biases and conflicts
of interest, is not a significant barrier to course appeal. This is an important result for
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who can be a credible supplier, and runs counter to Chris Powell’s belief that
independence matters.

Cluster segmentation analysis
The straightforward analysis above shows differences in motivations for Interesteds,
but not all consumers are equal, and input from qualitative interviews suggested
some differences observable amongst clients. It was therefore appropriate to run
Cluster analysis on the motivational attitudes, to identify any sub-groups or
typologies of Interesteds.

Hierarchical clustering with Ward’s method revealed 3 clusters, well-separated in
multi-dimensional statistical ‘space’, as illustrated by the Figure 14 dendrogram:

1

3

2

Figure 14: Hierarchical cluster dendrogram showing 3-cluster solution

Profiling analysis of mean attitude scores alongside basic demographics for each
cluster (Table 7), revealed 3 groups that are relatively well differentiated in mindset,
representing different types of potential student:
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Cluster 1 (n=66; 29%) – “Wealthy Enthusiasts”: very involved overall, welloff, and see wine as part of their lifestyle, whether professional or nonprofessional. Younger, with highest (8.2) average base interest



Cluster 3 (n=67; 29%) – “Hedonists”: want to learn more just because they
love wine, and would do it for fun. Score low on most dimensions of learning
for a purpose beyond the intellectual interest and some confidence-building –
relatively internally focused motivation. Also high (8.1) base interest



Cluster 2 (n=97; 42%) – “Unconfident Tentatives”: interested in education
but less so overall, with middle-ground motivations. Confidence-building is
key, because they don’t generally believe they know much. Also tend to be
less wealthy and more price-conscious, with lowest (7.8) base interest

Given as gift
Fun
Social event
Fascinating subject
Confidence to try different
Value for money
Restaurant confidence
Spending more
Company event
Keep up with friends
Friends have done
Not by a wine shop
Join wine trade
Impress clients
Base course interest
Deciding which wine to buy is an important decision
I have a strong interest in wine
I always look for the best quality wines I can get for my budget
I don’t understand much about wine
Generally speaking, wine is an expensive drink
I like to take my time when I purchase a bottle of wine
Wine is important to me in my lifestyle
Drinking wine gives me pleasure
Compared to others, I know less about the subject of wine
I feel competent about my knowledge of wine
Generally speaking, wine is reasonably priced
Income
Age
Gender M:F %

Interested Cluster
1
2
3
8.6
7.5
7.9
8.3
7.2
8.2
8.4
7.3
7.6
8.3
7.3
7.4
7.9
7.7
6.3
7.9
7.4
6.0
7.4
7.5
6.0
7.5
6.8
5.9
7.7
5.2
4.7
7.1
5.2
2.2
6.7
4.4
3.0
5.4
4.7
3.9
6.7
4.5
2.6
6.1
4.1
2.1
8.2
7.8
8.1
4.4
3.6
4.2
4.2
3.4
3.9
4.0
3.8
4.3
2.2
3.0
2.3
3.0
3.0
2.7
4.2
3.8
4.0
4.2
3.2
3.9
4.6
3.9
4.7
2.5
3.4
2.6
4.0
2.9
3.4
4.2
3.3
3.9
£64,365 £45,757 £50,441
39
41
46
46:54
46:54
37:63

All
7.9
7.8
7.7
7.6
7.3
7.1
7.0
6.7
5.8
4.9
4.7
4.7
4.6
4.1
8.0
4.0
3.8
4.0
2.5
2.9
4.0
3.7
4.3
2.9
3.4
3.7
£52,664
42
43:57

vs. 0-10 average:
> +1.0
> +0.5-1.0
< -0.5-1.0
< -1.0

vs. 1-5 average:
> +0.5
> +0.25-0.5
< -0.25-0.5
< -0.5

Table 7: Mean attitude and demographic profiles of 3 Interested clusters
(Note: motivations measured on 0-10 and general on 1-5 agree-disagree scales)
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Segments 1 and 3 show the most marked motivational differences. Segment 1
Wealthy Enthusiasts are particularly characterised by having ‘external’ motivations
playing a strong role alongside inward-looking enjoyment. They are much more
motivated by factors like keeping up with friends, impressing clients or wanting to be
involved in the wine trade – how they exhibit their knowledge to others. By contrast,
Hedonists see wine learning just as an enjoyable experience. Segment 2
Unconfident Tentatives would potentially benefit most from filling gaps they perceive
in their own knowledge, to give them more buying confidence – especially as they
have the relatively lowest incomes and highest perceptions of wine as costly, so are
likely to be most cautious spending more on unknown wines.

Driver analysis by linear regression
The final step is to understand which broad motivations have the most power to drive
interest in the general population. Linear regression was applied to uncover these
drivers and estimate relative strength. This was done across all non-takers to build a
full model of interest, from zero upwards.

Using motivational and general attitude statements, a best-fit linear regression
model, using the stepwise inclusion method, was established. With R2 = 0.65 and F
= 385, this represented a strong model, with all parameters highly significant
(p=0.000 in all cases). Further, the residuals plot (Figure 15) was near-normal,
underpinning model robustness.
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Figure 15: Residuals plot for final regression model

This identified 4 interest drivers. Alternative models yielded either non-significant
parameter estimates or, in the case of a 5-component model including Income, a
reduction in F to 274 with no improvement in R2. The simpler, 4-component model,
shown in Table 8 below, was then selected as optimal.

Table 8: Optimal stepwise linear regression model of interest drivers

This can then be summarised as:
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I = -0.92 + 0.63 * Fs + 0.19 * C + 0.12 * K + 0.10 * Fn

Where:
I = Interest
Fs = Fascinating subject
C = Confidence to try different
K = Keeping up with friends
Fn = Fun

Basic intellectual interest in wine is clearly the strongest driver. This is not a surprise,
given both high scores for this across all Interested 3 segments, and base logic that
those interested in studying a subject should be interested in it. Nevertheless, this is
4 times more powerful than any other motivation. Wine does indeed have a high
‘geek factor’!

This suggests that simply measuring general interest in wine will flag consumers
worth pitching wine courses to. For example, it is straightforward to place a simple 010 scale to measure this, that pops-up on arrival at a wine shop website; those
clicking 8 or more are likely to be Interested at 7+ / 10, so wine courses could easily
then appear in “recommended for you” sections.

Beyond that, the remaining motivations are important for positioning courses to
prospective consumers. Building confidence, as represented by the confidence to try
different wines, matters most among ‘the rest’. This has been a common theme
throughout motivational analysis, also cuts across all 3 segments and should be
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highlighted prominently in marketing materials as an emotional benefit of taking a
course, given how relatively universal this motivation is.

The remaining significant components reflect the differences between segments
already observed. The outward-facing dimension, represented by a need to ‘keep up
with friends’ is an angle likely to hook Wealthy Enthusiasts, whereas ‘fun’ plays
directly to the hedonistic experiential goals of the Hedonists.

This regression analysis provides insight not only for marketing purposes, but also
for course design. Given limited teaching time, more weight on smart buying in
supermarkets and restaurants, as well as smart selection of different varieties, styles
or regions, plays to confidence. Further, how the day is structured – and the
educator is recruited – should be designed to be relaxed and fun, versus a formal
academic classroom teaching environment, perhaps more appropriate to trade
education.

Course-taker analysis
Simple analysis of the Course-takers’ ‘retrospective’ motivational attitudes, displayed
in Figure 16 in the order for Interesteds, shows remarkable consistency with
regression results: Fascinating subject, Fun and Confidence to try different wines are
amongst the highest scoring. Keep up with friends is also disproportionately higher
for Course-takers, reflecting its underlying nature as an interest driver:
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Given as gift

4.6

Fun

6.9

Social event

6.5

Fascinating subject

6.8

Confidence to try different

6.4

Value for money

5.6

Restaurant confidence

5.6

Spending more

5.3

Company event

3.9

Keep up with friends

5.8

Friends have done

5.0

Not by a wine shop

4.8

Join wine trade

4.2

Impress clients

3.7

Figure 16: Course-takers mean retrospective motivation scores out of 10

Once again, that these motivations carry strongly through in line with driver analysis
gives strong ‘external’ validation of the results for Non-course takers.

Also noteworthy are the significantly lower scores for Given as gift and Company
event. However, these data are not truly comparable with Non-takers; when
considered retrospectively, they become binary in nature, and result from an external
act. Either respondents were given a gift or had a company event offered to them or
they were not, and neither situation would be in their control. It should therefore not
surprise that incidences would be lower than Non-takers might hope for.

Q3: Features
This brings us neatly to Q3 – what course features are Interesteds actually interested
in? This helps optimise course content to ensure that its perceived value by the
demand-side is maximised vs. the available time, resources and indeed price
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charged by the supply-side. Q4 analysis has already shown the importance of the
latter dimension in maximising Accessibility.

Base feature analysis
Simple analysis of mean scores for Interesteds (Figure 17) gives a generalised
picture of relative importance:
Choosing wine

8.2

Key varieties

7.8

Tasting technique

7.8

Classic regions

7.8

Flavour influences

7.7

Food and wine

7.7

New world regions

7.5

Storing and serving

7.4

Wine faults

7.3

Learning aromas

7.2

Key producers

7.1

Sparkling, sweet, fortified

6.8

Business and legal

6.0

Certification

5.8

Figure 17: Interesteds mean course feature importance scores out of 10

How to choose wine well is clearly the strongest (8.2; 95% CI 8.0-8.4), which fits
directly with the importance of Confidence as a motivational factor and key driver of
course interest. This internal consistency helps confirm the importance of this
dimension.

The second ‘bloc’ – Key varieties, Classic regions, Tasting technique and Flavour
influences – are mainstays of ‘classical’ wine education, confirming that the core of
most wine courses on offer is right. Also, the importance to consumers of the
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‘secondary’ feature of food and wine matching is clear, which is markedly different
from the emphasis of higher level wine courses focused on wine professionals.

Lower importance features have implications for inclusion in courses. Sweet,
sparkling and fortified wines – which can take both time to explain and add cost to
include wines – is relatively low importance. This suggests that it can readily be
omitted from shorter courses with course-time constraints, or for courses designed to
be less expensive, to maximise Accessibility.

The lack of perceived importance for consumers of Business & Legal issues should
not surprise, as they are less connected to wine enjoyment, and their links to the
ability to make better wine choices are less obvious to a consumer. WSET Level 1
and 2 both include some aspects of this.

Moreover, lowest importance is for formal certification. This suggests consumerorientated courses don’t need, for example, the QCF validations incorporated into
WSET. It could therefore be excluded, along with its associated costs of exam
preparation, conduct, marking and validation. A reduction in cost and price would
then increase Accessibility. With WSET’s role in creating standardised education
products, that providers who perhaps have neither the time nor capability to create
can effectively take ‘off-the-shelf’, this suggests WSET could create a consumeroptimised course for mass delivery. However, as an Ofqual regulated entity, WSET
courses must be certified, which constrains their ability to do that.
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This is unfortunate, given the strength of the WSET brand for developing high quality
standard courses. Antony Moss MW’s personal view is that APPs and other
educators should be capable of developing their own materials, and that private
providers are best placed to fill this niche. Of course, several practitioners do
precisely that, with LWS being an example that has taken such a model to national
scale through franchising rather than licensing. But it’s also evident that, when
moving above the simplest 2-hour courses, many providers offer only WSET,
suggesting they are missing out on a significant proportion of potential customers.

Segmented feature analysis
However, just as attitudes vary within Interesteds, we should also review how course
feature preferences vary amongst the Interested motivational segments. Table 9
shows how preferences vary, with +/- 0.5 and +/- 1.0 differences from the mean
again highlighted. Also shown are where each element ranks:
Segment score differences
1
2
3
Total
Choosing wine
Key varieties
Tasting technique
Classic regions
Flavour influences
Food and wine
New world regions
Storing and serving
Wine faults
Learning aromas
Key producers
Sparkling, sweet, fortified
Business and legal
Certification

0.2
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.4
0.8
0.6
0.7
0.2
0.5
0.9
0.6
1.3
1.5

(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.3)
(0.4)
(0.4)
(0.5)
(0.3)
(0.4)
(0.2)
(0.5)
(0.3)
(0.2)
(0.3)
0.0

0.4
0.4
0.0
(0.0)
0.1
(0.0)
(0.1)
(0.2)
0.1
0.2
(0.4)
(0.3)
(0.9)
(1.5)

8.2
7.8
7.8
7.8
7.7
7.7
7.5
7.4
7.3
7.2
7.1
6.9
6.0
5.8

Segment score rank
1
2
5
4
3
6
1
9
7
11
10
8
12
14
13

2
1
5
2
3
4
7
6
9
8
11
10
12
14
13

3
1
2
4
5
3
6
8
10
7
9
11
12
13
14

Total
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Table 9: Interested segment mean course feature importance scores out of 10
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Wealthy Enthusiasts are more engaged across the board, whilst Unconfident
Tentatives are generally less so. But most notable are clear differentiations on both
Business & Legal and Certification. In line with each segment’s motivations, Wealthy
Enthusiasts score markedly higher on both, reflecting a more ‘professional’ mindset
towards wine, whereas these are essentially irrelevant to Hedonists.

That differentiation suggests there are roles for both certified and uncertified
courses. This supports qualitative observations of practitioners that there is always a
core of ‘geeks’ who will tend to migrate to, and up, the WSET formally certified
education route. It also reinforces the need for providers to have both courses
available, to attract as many consumers as possible into education. With many
providers relying only on WSET, this perhaps reflects the challenge of creating
courses themselves. If so, then a gap in the market exists for an off-the-shelf
consumer course from an alternative, credible body other than WSET. If not an LWS
equivalent, then perhaps a group like the AWE, with its expertise of over 80
practitioners, could create and commercialise such materials.

Alternatively, could an APP structure day programmes in a modular fashion, making
the exam optional, thereby catering for all motivational groups? Antony Moss’
challenge to the concept, based on prior experience, is that it can be hard to identify
which parts should be included and excluded. Nevertheless, this could be:


Core: Tasting, regions, varieties, influences on flavour, food & wine, key
producers, storing & serving, wine faults



Certification: Business / legal, Examination
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Finally, learning about Key producers & people has noteworthy appeal for Wealthy
Enthusiasts, at +0.9 and +3 in rank. This suggests that, although relatively less
important overall, for this segment the human stories behind wine make part of the
wine itself. That gives an element of support to a hypothesis advanced by Laura
Catena (Catena, pers. comm.) that these stories matter for deep learning about
wine.

Q5: Impact for the trade
ANOVA for average price paid per bottle in the off-trade showed a progression in
spend levels that appears to reflect depth of engagement in wine. Comparing
Interesteds and Course-takers, this suggests that spend does indeed rise on taking a
course, with the uplift being highly significant (p=0.010):
£8.00
£7.50
£7.00
£6.50
£6.00
£7.36

£5.50
£5.00

£6.21

£6.52

£6.69

£6.57

£4.50
£4.00
Uninterested Semi-interested

Interested

Course-taker

Total

Figure 18: Mean off-trade spend per bottle with market-representative weighting
(Note: 95% Confidence Interval error bars shown for each estimated mean)

However, this uses the standard weighting applied to all other analyses to make
them market-representative. As already observed, significant age and especially
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income trends are also evident here, and these must be controlled to ensure like-forlike comparison of Interesteds and Course-takers.

As an aside, it is worth commenting on the total mean of £6.57 per bottle. Clearly this
exceeds the reported £5.56 UK average. Should we be concerned that the sample’s
claimed data is 18% higher? Recalling that £5.56 omits a large part of independent
sales, the true UK figure is likely closer to £6.00. Further, £6.57 is for regular,
monthly wine drinkers, excluding less frequent drinkers who likely spend the least.
These two factors suggest that £6.57 is probably near enough to reality, to maintain
validity of results.

Applying a different weighting scheme that equalises income, age and gender
between Interesteds and Course-takers, an uplift is again observed:
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£7.00
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£6.00
£5.50
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£6.67
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£4.00
Interested
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Figure 19: Mean off-trade spend per bottle like-for-like comparison
(Note: absolute values differ from prior analysis due to the different weighting)

This suggests that taking a course positively changes behaviour. However, notable
overlap of confidence intervals, highlighted, make this uplift marginally insignificant at
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95% confidence (p=0.055) – it’s significant at 94.5% confidence. To investigate
further, it was possible to split Course-takers by type of course done – into two
groups: those whose ‘highest’ course is the entry level 2-hour and those who have
taken a higher course, from 1 day to WSET Level 2.

Re-analysing off-trade average spend yields a statistically significant uplift (p=0.029)
between Interesteds and those who have taken a course of at least 1 day. This
suggests that, to give consumers confidence to change behaviour in the critical area
of off-trade bottle spend, a 1 day course-depth is the minimum requirement:
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£7.00
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£6.00
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£5.50

£6.67
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Done 2 hour

£5.00
£4.50
£4.00
Done 1 day up to
WSET2

Total

Figure 20: Mean off-trade spend per bottle with Course-takers split by course depth

The absolute +£0.80 change represents a +12% (CI +6-18%) relative uplift. This is
remarkably similar to Sagala and Lopes’ results of their in-depth longitudinal study of
Québec students (Sagala et al, 2013). There, 77% of course-takers reported an uplift
of +16.5%, which multiplies out to +12.7% across all respondents.
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To delve deeper into this course-intensity effect, and unpack the “Done 1 Day up to
WSET 2” column, analysis of LWS Takers by ‘highest’ course taken, showed a clear
pattern of increasing uplift as depth of education increases:
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Figure 21: Mean off-trade spend per bottle for LWS Takers by highest course taken
(Note: 4 Week and L1 grouped due to small sample sizes <30 in each case)

What this demonstrates is that 1 Day, 4 Week and WSET Level 1 course depths are
broadly equivalent in uplift (around +20% for LWS Takers). Given that these are all
around 8 hours of tuition, this is intuitive. The uplift rises significantly to 8 Weeks (16
hours tuition) and again at deeper WSET Level 2 (24 hours), delivering almost +50%
(+49%; CI +39-59%). This clear trend continues to Level 3 (60 hours), though this is
beyond “Introductory” education, by the definition of scope of this study. It should be
noted that LWS Taker results are overall higher than the Main, market-representative
Course-taker sample, and this is as likely to be an artefact of different sampling than
of LWS being better teachers. Results should be considered accordingly.
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Nevertheless, this indicates that substantial uplifts appear possible and that deeper
learning is the way to achieve them. Moreover, the high apparent conversion of LWS
students from gateway courses to 8 Week and WSET 2 already seen in Figure 12,
gives a mechanism to deliver that depth of learning at sufficient scale to benefit the
trade widely.

ANOVA for on-trade spend also yielded a positive, statistically significant (p=0.035)
uplift of +11% (CI +9-14%), for all Course-takers combined:
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Figure 22: Average on-trade spend per bottle like-for-like comparison

This is again consistent with the outcomes observed by Sagala and Lopes.
Supplementing this with LWS Takers analysis revealed a broadly similar progression
to that observed with off-trade spend, with 1 Day, 4 Week and Level 1 being
equivalent, then stepping up to Level 2:
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Figure 23: Mean on-trade spend per bottle for LWS Takers by highest course taken

Again, absolute figures are higher for LWS Takers, as are absolute uplifts ranging
from around 18% to 46% at Level 2 – repeating the pattern in the off-trade.

As measure of exploration and broadening horizons, comparing the total number of
different varieties consumed in the last 6 months also shows significant uplift
(p=0.005) of 1.4 additional varieties (CI +1.0-1.8). This is equivalent to +20% (CI
+16-23%) broader repertoire, suggesting courses do give consumers confidence to
try new wine:
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Figure 24: Number of varieties drunk in the last 6 months like-for-like comparison

LWS Takers analysis showed more dramatic, significant (p=0.000) uplifts in
repertoire across all course depths – up to +166% at Level 2. The pattern in
increasing uplifts again broadly repeats those of off and on-trade spends:
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Figure 25: Number of varieties drunk in the last 6 months for LWS Takers

Supporting analysis of the number of wine regions each group was aware of, as a
measure of knowledge of the range of wines available, showed an apparent uplift of
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1.5 regions (17.1 vs 18.6), however this was not statistically significant (p=0.214).
The LWS Takers sample, though, once more revealed major (p=0.000) uplifts of
+6.4-16.5 (23.5-33.7) between 1 Day and WSET Level 2. Again, the highest uplifts
came from the deeper 8 Week and Level 2 courses, reinforcing the positive effect of
education depth.

Whether we accept the absolute magnitudes of uplifts between the LWS Takers and
Main sample Interesteds or not, what we can conclude from the LWS Takers data is
that impacts on positive behaviour increase significantly with course depth, and that
the magnitude of the 3-day depth of Level 2 appears to be 2-3 times the impact of a
1 Day-depth course.

No significant differences were observed between Interesteds and Course-takers in
general attitudes towards exploring new wines vs. sticking to what you know
(Pearson’s Χ2 p=0.860) – “I enjoy trying new and different styles of wine on a regular
basis” was not only the most important of 3 options by far, but it was near-equal:
63% vs 65%. This puts forward a hypothesis that a course gives takers the
confidence to act on their general mindset and yield the +20% uplift in repertoire of
grape varieties, rather than change their mindset itself. When we analyse the same
question for LWS Takers, we observe the same pattern for 1 Day-equivalent
education. However, deeper education does also change minds, suggesting a
second mechanism driving the 2-3 times multiple effects on exploration:
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Figure 26: LWS Takers "Enjoy trying new & different styles of wine on regular basis"

Finally, consumption frequency comparisons, in both on and off-trade, showed no
statistically significant differences for Interesteds vs Course-takers. Given that wine
drinking occasions and choices to drink wine over other beverages are less likely to
be affected by knowledge and understanding, and more by lifestyle and existing
broad category commitment – which is already high for Interesteds – it is not a great
surprise that frequency is unaffected. Moreover, this again tallies with the results
observed in Québec (Sagala et al, 20130). LWS Takers analysis showed no patterns
with course depth, except at Level 3, where significant uplifts are observed in on and
off-trade frequencies. Level 3 is above our introductory education scope, and we can
hypothesise that, at that elevated level of category commitment, the share of alcohol
occasions taken by wine may increase.

Overall, Q5 analysis gives strong evidence to suggest that taking a wine course does
change consumer behaviour in a positive direction from a wine trade perspective:


+12% uplift in off-trade spend and +11% in the on-trade
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Off-trade breakdown suggests a course needs to be at least as involved as 1
day of tuition to drive behaviour change, whereas a 2-hour course plays the
gateway role to doing deeper courses, rather than changing behaviour itself



+20% increase in repertoire range, as measured by number of varieties drunk,
pointing to broadening of horizons and greater opportunities for the trade to
market alternative wines with the potential for upsell



Effects 2-3 times more pronounced for courses of the deepest, 24-hour
intensity vs. the 8 hours of a 1 day or 4-week course, in part due to change in
mindset towards exploration, that goes beyond just increasing confidence

These results then give evidence to support the hypothesis that a better educated
consumer will buy higher-priced wines. If we accept this, then the trade should act in
enlightened self-interest and promote consumer education as a way of driving value
in the market, delivering trade-up in general, and growing the attraction of fine wine.
Essentially, knowledge gives consumers a reason to buy more expensive bottles and
continue to grow the >£10 per bottle market from its low base of <2% sales.

The wine trade could participate in a range of ways:


Run courses: given that, for most Interesteds, having a course run by a wine
shop is not a barrier, more retailers and on-trade establishments should offer
courses. The 2-hour course would increase availability of this ‘gateway’
option. Where possible, retailers offering deeper courses have the clear
benefit of driving increased future spend, though this requires more
organisation, time and effort to deliver. Providing courses has the added
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advantage of building personal relationships with potentially higher-value
consumers, thereby maximising access to the lifetime value of that customer


Refer to partners: as Chris Powell explained, when discussing these
research results, wine retailers often lack either suitable facilities, time or staff
to deliver education directly. Instead, the trade could collaborate with nearby
wine educators to refer customers. By actively promoting education rather
than passively, the trade would drive course participation. Moreover, where
the partner is skilled in moving customers down the education funnel, as LWS
appear to be, this can unlock the highest impacts on consumer behaviour
from the deepest courses



Incentivise: provide discount offers on wine courses, particularly if referring to
a local partner. By giving this upfront value to the consumer, the retailer or
wine bar would be more likely to benefit from the lifetime value of that
customer’s higher spend, again by reinforcing the relationship

This partnership and incentivisation approach extends beyond just the off and ontrade. Brand owners looking to drive trade-up within their portfolios, either to highervalue brands or premium bottlings within a brand, should benefit from a bettereducated consumer who spends more. For the right brand, partnership with an
education provider to offer their wine courses as competition prizes or have on-pack
discount tokens, would be a simple mechanic. Again, this would have the added
benefit of deepening that higher-value customer’s relationship with the brand itself.

The “right brand” would need to be one that appeals to Interested consumers and
one for which wine education fits. Given that Generation Treaters are the Vinitrac
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segment most engaged with education, we can review their brand purchases tested
within the Vinitrac research. Figure 27 shows which brands Generation Treaters
significantly over-index on, and by how much they over-index vs. all wine drinkers:
Casillero del Diablo
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1%
2%

Figure 27: Generation Treaters’ brand purchase behaviour above market average
(Note: each figure is the penetration for Generation Treaters minus All wine drinkers)

Casillero del Diablo would be in a strong position to capitalise, given both their brand
scale and strong segment penetration. Other, quality-orientated brands with quality
hierarchies could be well positioned from a brand fit perspective, such as Villa Maria,
Torres or Louis Jadot. Would LVMH see portfolio advantage in using Cloudy Bay as
a vehicle to engage and educate consumers, and open more of them up to luxury
wine? It’s also conceivable that generic trade bodies looking to support higher price
perceptions for the wines of their regions could similarly participate. Such
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partnerships are certainly of interest to the supply-side of wine education; LWS, for
example, are very open to the concept, to help maximise their reach.
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Conclusions
With 6-7m regular UK wine drinkers open to an introductory wine course and 4-5m
willing to pay enough to do so, a substantial business opportunity exists for wine
educators. Moreover, a day’s wine course can give consumers the confidence to
spend +12% on a bottle, with deeper courses driving that up 2-3 times and perhaps
up to +49%, meaning potential for significant value enhancement for the wider wine
trade.

To capitalise, wine educators and the trade need to deliver that depth of education,
at scale. To an extent, that is already happening, with 13% of monthly wine
consumers having attended at least a 2-hour taster course, but there are clear
opportunities to accelerate that and make a material difference to the UK wine
market.

Firstly, maximise the flow of individuals into education. The £20-30, 2-hour ‘taster’
course can maximise uptake and be a ‘gateway’ to more involved, more expensive
courses. With the additional potential from exploiting low-cost, geographically
unconstrained online options, wine educators can grow penetration of the Available
marketplace.

Secondly, actively drive conversion from gateway courses to the deeper courses that
appear to deliver significant, positive behaviour change. By making that a business
objective, LWS have demonstrated that it is possible to achieve higher uptake of the
most involved and expensive introductory courses than the rest of the market
achieves.
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Thirdly, ensure deeper courses are optimised for all Interested consumers, to help
maximise conversion. Whilst current courses are, in the main, delivering what
consumers are interested in, having a fun and enjoyable experience is a bigger
motivator than QCF certification for many consumers. Given the added cost of
examinations, that means WSET courses like Level 1 become too expensive for
many Interested consumers. Providers only offering WSET are therefore losing
potential customers. They could either design their own uncertified courses, or a
suitable body like the AWE could create and licence off-the-shelf products in a
manner analogous to LWS’s franchised products.

Finally, expand distribution reach. Consumers want and need confidence, to be
prepared to buy those more expensive and different wines that the wine trade offers.
Retailers and wine bars, as well as brand owners and other bodies who stand to
benefit from higher consumer spend, should therefore actively promote education to
get options in front of as many consumers as possible.

Promotion could involve running courses, which would expand the geographic
distribution footprint to ensure local availability, whilst providing personalised, addedvalue services to potentially higher-value customers. However, this would need time,
facilities and staff resources to deliver. Partnership with existing providers, including
incentive options, would be a less complex method of promotion that would still grow
reach by directing consumers to courses they might not have found otherwise.
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Given the younger, wealthier profile of those interested in learning, any value
enhancement from increased spend will likely last over a long lifetime. Further, it
encompasses the Millennial generation who are looking for experiences as much as
brands and promotions. Wine education therefore offers a more powerful way to
engage future generations in the wonderful world of wine, and keep the industry
thriving.
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Proposed Title
Elementary consumer wine education: UK market size, characteristics and significance to
the trade
Research Questions: Define the subject of your Research Paper and specify the specific
research questions you plan to pursue. (No more than 200 words)
This RP will quantify the proportion of the UK regular wine consumers (non-trade adults, drinking
wine at least monthly) interested in elementary wine education (up to Level 2 NVQ equivalent).
This will evaluate interest in possible features of a course and in selected example courses.
Moreover, this study will assess whether consumer wine education leads to benefits for the wine
industry: higher spend, more diverse buying.
Research questions:
1. What proportion of regular monthly wine consumers have any interest in elementary wine
courses?
2. What attitudinal and other characteristics drive that?
3. What course features are of greater or lesser appeal, e.g. facts about specific regions vs.
how to taste wine vs. making wine
4. How much would they pay for selected real examples of courses e.g.:
a. Jancis Robinson’s Mastering Wine online course [£45]
b. 2 hour introduction [c. £25]
c. 1 day introduction [£75-£295]
d. Local Wine School 4 week Wine Course [£50-55]
e. Local Wine School 8 week World of Wine Course [£175-195]
f. WSET Level 1 [£145-165]
g. WSET Level 2 [£285-350]
5. Are those who have been on a wine course more likely to be higher value to the wine
trade – consider wider ranges, higher price-points, more wine?
Background and Context: Explain what is currently known about the topic and address why
this topic requires/offers opportunities for further research. (No more than 200 words)
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This RP comprises two broad areas of study:
1. Quantifying and characterising the UK consumer wine education market
2. Assessing the added benefits of wine education for the wider wine trade
Few hard data exist for part 1. WSET, as a major provider of education services, have limited
qualitative insights, but no quantitative data. Wine Intelligence, as specialist wine researchers,
have not conducted such a study. Given a diverse range of education providers and growth in
consumer uptake of courses like those of WSET, there appears to be a significant commercial
opportunity for UK wine education. Quantifying the size of potential demand, features consumers
are most interested in and motivations behind wanting to learn more, will help any interested
provider on the supply-side to tailor their propositions better.
For part 2, as Sagala & Lopez reported in 2013, surprisingly little research exists to show
whether wine education impacts likely higher-value behaviours. Nevertheless, their study of
Quebec course attendees gives quantitative evidence of a positive causal relationship.
Establishing further linkages from better knowledge to more diverse, higher-value buying for the
UK market, would therefore give evidence that the wider wine trade should support consumer
education.
Sources: Identify the nature of your source materials (official documents, books, articles, other
studies, etc.) and give principle sources if appropriate. (No more than 150 words)
The principal source is anticipated to be primary, quantitative consumer research. A pair of
structured questionnaires, completed online and up to 15 minutes duration would be created and
fielded, followed by statistical analysis and interpretation. The primary survey would be of
general wine consumers. The secondary would be of consumers who have taken a wine course
in the past. WSET have a database of such consumers, available for research.
In partnership with Wine Intelligence, the questionnaires are expected to include WI’s standard
question-set to allow assignment of respondents to WI’s existing consumer segments, thereby
enriching understanding of who each respondent is by connecting to existing knowledge of UK
regular wine consumers.
This will be supplemented by qualitative expert interviews with wine education professionals, to
support and refine quantitative questionnaire design.
Research Methodology: Please detail how you will identify and gather the material or
information necessary to answer the research question(s) and discuss what techniques you will
use to analyse this information. (No more than 500 words)
Research methodology can be considered in 2 sections:
1. Data acquisition: survey development and fieldwork
2. Data analysis: answering research questions
The questionnaires will include pre-prepared, standardised questions required to classify
respondents into Wine Intelligence’s consumer segments. Beyond that, specific questions need
development to test: consumer attitudes related to wine education (Q2), representative wine
course features for respondent prioritisation (Q3), and descriptions of representative wine
courses for respondent pricing (Q4). Upfront desk research and expert practitioner interviews are
planned to ensure questions are comprehensive:
 Desk research:
a. Identify elementary consumer wine education offerings currently available
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b. Develop feature list for potential research inclusion
c. Identify representative real examples of courses, to test willingness to pay
Expert practitioner interviews with wine educators, to explore their understanding of
consumer motivations and features
a. 4-6 interviews

This feeds quantitative survey design.
 Main survey:
a. Questions:
i. Screener: monthly consumer; not wine trade
ii. Wine Intelligence segmentation questions
iii. Additional geo-demographics not in ii
iv. Base interest in wine education (e.g. 0-10 scale + ‘taken a course’)
v. Attitudes: motivation statements (e.g. with 0-10 agreement scale)
vi. Buying behaviour / attitudes: typical purchase price & frequency, intent to
explore different wines (where not in ii)
vii. Features: scored prioritisation of feature descriptions
viii. Pricing: maximum they would pay for description of selected courses
b. Sampling:
i. 1,000 respondents via Wine Intelligence
ii. ‘Interested’ likely c. 20%, but cost increment to conduct survey on all 1,000
respondents is minimal
iii. c. 200 ‘interesteds’ expected sufficient for analytic robustness
 Secondary survey – done a wine course
a. Question sets as Main, but rephrased accordingly, e.g. “why did you…”
i. Buying behaviour / attitudes critical for comparison with Main survey
ii. Add satisfaction with course they completed, e.g. Net Promoter Score
b. Likely sampling:
i. 200-400 respondents from WSET database of consumer students
Analysis methodology to answer each research question:
 Q1: how many are interested?
a. Sample extrapolation of ‘basic wine education interest’ to estimate total market by
interest
b. Cross-tab by ‘willingness to pay’, to give results by interest band
c. Cross-tab by Wine Intelligence segments to describe high-interest groups
 Q2: why are they interested?
a. Linking attitudes and geo-demographics to interest levels, which may include:
i. data reduction (factoring), to distil themes
ii. driver analysis: linear regression, to identify attitudes & geo-demographics
driving interest and willingness to pay
iii. cluster analysis: identify segments with similar motivations
 Q3: what are they interested in?
a. Relative prioritisation of features
b. Cross-tab by attitudes, WI segments to show prioritisation variations
 Q4: what will they pay for?
a. plot Price-Quantity curves by proposition
b. benchmark vs. current prices charged to estimate under / over-served
 Q5: does it beneficially change behaviour?
a. Compare Main and Secondary sample results to find uplifts in Secondary: intent to
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explore, prices paid, purchase frequency
b. Control for geo-socio-demographics for like-for-like comparison
In each case, to interpret quantitative results and draw conclusions for the wine education
industry, further post-survey expert interviews with wine educators are likely.

Potential to Contribute to the Body of Knowledge on Wine: Explain how this Research
Paper will add to the current body of knowledge on this subject. (No more than 150 words)
Little extant research appears either to quantify consumer interest in elementary wine education
or to quantify whether consumer education benefits the wider wine trade through higher-value
consumer behaviour. WSET believe deeper research of this form will add to their understanding
of the UK consumer education market. Wine Intelligence believe this will augment their profiles
of UK consumers in general.
This RP will add the following knowledge:
1. Analysing basic interest estimates how many consumers could participate. Coupled with
the proportion who have participated identifies ‘latent’ market potential
2. Characteristics and attitudes behind interest provide marketing insight – who are they,
what is motivating them to consider wine education, and how can courses be better
positioned?
3. Analysing individual features of interest shows whether latent needs are well-served
today, with under and over-served gaps where courses could be better-tailored to
maximise ‘product’ appeal
4. Willingness to pay for specific offerings helps understand their commercial appeal and
whether price is a barrier, based on differences between cost expectations and market
prices
5. Establishing further linkages from better knowledge to more diverse, higher-value buying
for the UK market, would show whether consumer education adds value to the wine trade
Proposed Time Schedule/Programme: This section should layout the time schedule for the
research, analysis and write-up of the Research Paper and should indicate approximate dates
with key deliverables. Dates of submission to both Advisors and the IMW must be those
specified by the IMW.
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Milestone 1: 4th Jan, re-submit RP proposal to Advisor, for submission to IMW 18th Jan 2017
Dec: step 1 – desk research to establish broad map of current wine education and initial list of
features for quantitative research, plus research expert consultation to shape research design
Mid-Jan to end-Jan: step 2 – expert interviews x 4-6 to refine features & attitudes to include in
quantitative research
Milestone 2: 31st Jan, step 3 – prepare draft quantitative questionnaire / research design and
proposed analytic plan
Early-Feb: step 3 – finalise questionnaire / research design and agree fieldwork
Milestone 3: 15th Feb, step 3 – submit questionnaire for programming
Mid- to end-Feb: step 4 – research in field
Mar: step 5 – data receipt, initial data exploration and full analysis
Apr: step 6 – primary conclusions and validation with stakeholders / follow-up expert interviews
as needed
Milestone 4: 1st May, confirm submission to IMW
May: step 7 – report writing, referencing
Milestone 5: 3rd Jun, final report to Advisor
Jun: step 7 – amends and revisions
Milestone 6: 3rd Jul, final to IMW via Advisor
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7

Provider
BBR

Type
Merchant

Bedales

Merchant

Cambridge Wine
Merchants
Davy's

Course title
1 day Introductory
Evening Introduction to Wine course
WSET 1
WSET 2

Reference URL
http://www.bbr.com/producer-8889-one-day-wine-school
http://www.bbr.com/producer-1565-evening-wine-schools
https://bedaleswines.com/tastings/wset-courses/
https://bedaleswines.com/tastings/wset-courses/

Merchant

WSET 1

http://www.cambridgewine.com/wset/foundation.asp

Merchant

WSET 2
WSET

http://www.cambridgewine.com/wset/intermediate.asp
https://www.davywine.co.uk/wine-school/
https://www.davywine.co.uk/product/davys-evening-wineschool-3/
http://www.greatwineschool.co.uk/wine-tastingbath/courses/wine-tasting-bath-one-day-intro-course
http://hamptoncheeseandwinecompany.co.uk/tastings/wedn
esday_wine_school/5_apr_2017_wednesday_wine_school.
html
http://www.humblegrape.co.uk/events/onedaywineschoolfle
etstreet.html
https://www.laithwaites.co.uk/jsp/templates/page_elements
/uk/common/content.jsp?page=wineeducation&menu=about
us
https://www.laithwaites.co.uk/jsp/templates/page_elements
/uk/common/content.jsp?page=wineeducation&menu=about
us
https://www.laithwaites.co.uk/jsp/templates/page_elements
/uk/common/content.jsp?page=wineeducation&menu=about
us
http://www.lokiwine.co.uk/events/beginners-guide-to-winecourse-2/
http://www.lokiwine.co.uk/events/taste-like-an-expert-winecourse-3/
http://www.lokiwine.co.uk/events/wset-level-1-wine-tastingcourse/
http://www.lokiwine.co.uk/events/wset-level-2-wine-course2/
https://mwinestore.co.uk/wine-school/
https://mwinestore.co.uk/wine-school/
https://mwinestore.co.uk/wine-school/
https://www.majestic.co.uk/the-tasting-club
https://www.majestic.co.uk/the-tasting-club
https://www.oxfordwine.co.uk/oxford-wine-school
http://www.raisinwine.co.uk/index.php/events/raisin-wineschool-at-gascoyne-place-2
http://www.raisinwine.co.uk/index.php/raisin-wine-school
http://www.robersonwine.com/tastings/introduction-toquality-wine/

8

Evening Wine School

9

Great Western Wine

Merchant

Introduction to Wine 1 Day Course

10

Hampton Cheese & Wine
Company

Merchant

Wednesday Wine School

11

Humble Grape

Merchant

One Day Wine School

12

Laithwaites Wine
Education

Merchant

Wine appreciation course

13

WSET 1

14

WSET 2

15

Loki Wine

Merchant

Beginners Guide to Wine

16

Taste Like an Expert Course

17

WSET 1

18

WSET 2

19
20
21
22
23
24

M Wine School

Merchant

Oxford Wine Company

Merchant

WSET 2
Wine for beginners!
The M winemaking course
Introduction to Wine
Masterclass
WSET 2

25

Raisin Wine

Merchant

One Day Wine Course

27

Roberson

Merchant

Introduction to Quality Wine

28

The Solent Wine
Experience

Merchant

Home Study Wine Course

Majestic The Tasting Club Merchant

26

29
30
31
32
33
34

6 Week Wine Course

The Wine Parlour

Merchant

Tour de Belfort - Le Vin La
Merchant
Table

35
36
37
38
39
40

Vinea Liverpool

Merchant

Salut / Stephen Rosser
Wine School
Bodnant Wine School

Merchant / Regional
wine school
Regional wine school

http://www.thesolentwineexperience.co.uk/index.php/6

Online Wine Course
Wine Experience Days
Five Week Wine Course
WSET 2
The Wine List Uncovered

http://www.thesolentwineexperience.co.uk/index.php/5
http://www.thesolentwineexperience.co.uk/index.php/13
http://www.thesolentwineexperience.co.uk/index.php/4
http://www.thewineparlour.com/wine-spirit-education-trust
http://www.thewineparlour.com/the-wine-list-uncovered
http://www.tour-de-belfort.fr/cooking-classes/wset-levelWSET 1
1.html
http://www.tour-de-belfort.fr/cooking-classes/wine-tastingWine Tasting Class
486.html
http://www.vinealiverpool.co.uk/products/The-Red-Wine5-6 bottle tastings
tasting.html
http://www.stephenrosserwineschool.co.uk/upcomingWSET 2
courses
WSET 1
http://www.bodnant-welshfood.co.uk/wine-school
WSET 2
http://www.bodnant-welshfood.co.uk/wine-school
http://www.bodnant-welshfood.co.uk/event/wine-discoveryFood & Wine Matching Discovery Course
course

(Table continued below)
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(Table continued)
Ref

Provider

Type

Course title

41

Bristol Wine School

Regional wine school

Introduction to Wine 1 Day Course

44

Devon Wine School

Regional wine school

WSET 2

45
46
47

Dorset Wine School

Regional wine school

Introductory Course
WSET 1
WSET 2

Reference URL
http://www.bristolwineschool.co.uk/wine-tasting-bristolcourses/one-day-intro-to-wine
http://www.bristolwineschool.co.uk/wine-tasting-bristolcourses/?category=5+Week+Courses
http://www.bristolwineschool.co.uk/wine-tasting-bristolcourses/?category=5+Week+Courses
http://www.devonwineschool.co.uk/level-2-intermediate-2day-course/
http://www.devonwineschool.co.uk/introduction-to-wine/
http://www.dorsetwineschool.com/courses.html
http://www.dorsetwineschool.com/courses.html

48

Liverpool Wine School

Regional wine school

WSET 1

http://www.liverpoolwineschool.co.uk/#/level-1/4566542260

WSET 2

http://www.liverpoolwineschool.co.uk/#/level-2/4566542532

42

5 Week Introduction to Wine Course

43

Wines of Europe

49
50

London Wine Academy

Regional wine school

Northern Wine School

Regional wine school

Spit Wine School

Regional wine school

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

The Essential Wine School Regional wine school

http://londonwineacademy.com/wine-tasting-introductorycourse-london/
http://londonwineacademy.com/premium-wine-tastingPremium Introductory Course
course-london/
Introductory Evening Wine Course Level http://londonwineacademy.com/introductory-evening-wine1
course-level-1/
Intermediate Evening Wine Course Level http://londonwineacademy.com/level-2-intermediate2
evening-wine-course/
https://northernwineschool.co.uk/wine-and-spirit-educationWSET 1
trust-wset-level-one-award-in-wines/
https://northernwineschool.co.uk/wine-and-spirit-educationWSET 2
trust-wset-level-2-award-in-wines-spirits/
https://northernwineschool.co.uk/discovery-wine-tastingDiscovery Course
course/
https://northernwineschool.co.uk/world-of-wine-tastingWorld of Wine Courses
courses/
WSET 1-2
http://spitwineschool.co.uk/
http://spitwineschool.co.uk/product/introduction-to-frenchIntroduction to… series
wine-29th-march/
Introductory Course

WSET 1

http://www.essentialwineschool.com/level1.htm

WSET 2

http://www.essentialwineschool.com/level2.htm

Regional wine school

WSET 1

http://www.wineconfidence.co.uk/wset/4592602206

Regional wine school

WSET 2
Wednesday Wine School: Taste the
World Series
Country / region-specific tastings

http://www.wineconfidence.co.uk/wset/4592602206
http://www.wineconfidence.co.uk/eveningclasses/4593178741
http://cheshire.wine/product/chester060517/

WSET 1-3

http://www.wineuncorkededucation.co.uk/site/wset-courses

Wine Education Service courses

http://www.wineuncorkededucation.co.uk/site/wes-coursesworkshops

One evening wine tasting

http://www.southlondonwineschool.com/catlist.php?cat=83
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Saturday Introduction to Wine course

http://www.localwineschool.com/saturday-winecourses.asp

70

4 week Beginners Wine Course

http://www.southlondonwineschool.com/catlist.php?cat=88

71

8 week Introductory World of Wine
Course

http://www.southlondonwineschool.com/catlist.php?cat=77

Wine school

Beginners Course

http://www.michaelschusterwine.com/courses-andtastings/michaels-beginners-course/

Wine school

WSET 2

http://www.rs-wine-academy.com/wine-courses/public/

Wine school

61
62

Wine Confidence Wine
School

63
64
65

Wine School of Cheshire

66

Wine Uncorked Education Regional wine school

67
68

72
73
74

Local Wine School

Michael Schuster's Wine
Ronan Sayburn Wine
Academy
The Wine Education
Service

Regional wine school
(23 franchises)

Essential Wine Tasting Course

http://www.wine-education-service.co.uk/introductory.html

75

World of Wine Course

http://www.wine-education-service.co.uk/introductory.html

76

Intermediate Courses

http://www.wine-education-service.co.uk/intermediate.html

77

WSET School

Wine school

Starter Tasting: Vine to Glass

https://www.wsetglobal.com/wset-school-london/schoolcalendar/tas-vg1701/
https://www.wsetglobal.com/wset-school-london/classroomcourses/wset-level-1-award-in-wines/

78

WSET 1

79

WSET 2

https://www.wsetglobal.com/wset-school-london/classroomcourses/wset-level-2-award-in-wines-and-spirits/

Wine Course

http://events.spectator.co.uk/events/spectator-wine-school/

80

The Spectator Wine
School

Magazine

Table 10: Website URLs for consumer wine courses by producer (Jan 2017)
Note: URLs correct at the time of research
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Wine Intelligence Vinitrac UK
Mar. 2017 wave
Bespoke questions for MW candidate
Questionnaire Information
Prepared for:
Market
Launch date

INT005 (MW candidate)
UK
Mar 2017

Version History
Version number
1
2

Modified by
KW
KW

Modified on
06/03/2017
09/03/2017

Standard sampling
UK:

n=1,000 UK regular wine drinkers
Quotas and weighting based on age, gender, city

Overview of contents:



Select Vinitrac UK basepack questions:
o

o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o

Vinitrac 2.6 (Q6)
Vinitrac 2.9 (Q9)
Vinitrac 2.14 (Q14)
Vinitrac 2.15.15 (Q15)
Vinitrac 8.1 (Q22)
Vinitrac 6.2 (Q18)
Vinitrac 6.3 (Q19)
Vinitrac 2.3.16 (Q3)
Vinitrac 2.4 (Q4)
Vinitrac 10.4.15 (Q31 UK)
Vinitrac 2.2.16 (Q2)
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Comment
Formatted into WI style
Revised post meeting



o Vinitrac 5 (Q16)
o Vinitrac 10.1 (Q28)
o Vinitrac 10.2 (Q29) *New added statement
MW Candidate bespoke questions: Included as below.

Contents
1. Monthly wine drinker screener:


Vinitrac 2.6 (Q6)

Wine behaviour
2. Typical claimed retail price paid for wine

2.1 Off-trade occasions frequency - Vinitrac 2.9 (Q9)
2.2 Off-trade occasions spend - Vinitrac 2.10.16 (Q10)
2.3 On-trade occasions frequency - Vinitrac 2.14 (Q14)
2.4 On-trade occasions spend - Vinitrac 2.15.15 (Q15)
3. Typical country / regions bought / drunk / aware of:
 Vinitrac 8.1 (Q22)
4. Grape variety awareness / consumption?
4.1 White varietal usage - Vinitrac 6.2 (Q18)
4.2 Red varietal usage - Vinitrac 6.3 (Q19)

Profiling
5. Age
 Vinitrac 2.3.16 (Q3)
6. Gender
 Vinitrac 2.4 (Q4)
7. Salary band
 Vinitrac 10.4.15 (Q31 UK)
8. Regional location
 Vinitrac 2.2.16 (Q2)
9. QBasicinterest (Bespoke 1)
10. Base pack attitudes Q
10.1 Involvement, value and perceived expertise - Vinitrac 5 (Q16)
10.2 Vinitrac 10.1 (Q28)
10.3 Vinitrac 10.2 (Q29) [NEW] Add statement: “It’s often worth spending more to get a
better wine”
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11. QAttitudestoeducation (Bespoke 2)
12. QFeaturesofinterest (Bespoke 3)
13. QWillingness to pay (Bespoke 4)
14. QTrade (Bespoke 5)
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Screener -1. Monthly wine drinker screener *Vinitrac 2.6 (Q6)
[ALL SAMPLE]
Which one of these categories best describes how often you usually drink wine?
(Including drinking at home and when you’re out at restaurants for example)
Please select one answer only
Scale mature/developed markets:
o Most days/every day
o 2-5 times a week
o About once a week
o 1-3 times a month
o Less than once a month [CLOSE]
o I don’t drink wine [CLOSE]

Wine behaviour -2. Typical claimed retail price paid for wine
2.1 Off-trade occasions frequency *Vinitrac 2.9 (Q9)
[ALL THOSE WHO BUY WINE IN THE OFF-TRADE]
Firstly, how frequently do you DRINK wine for each of the following types of occasions?
Please select one answer for each occasion
[Rows, randomise]
o A relaxing drink at the end of the day at home
o With an informal meal at home
o With a more formal dinner party at home
o At a party/celebration at home
[Columns, not randomise]

2.2 Off-trade occasions spend *Vinitrac 2.10.16 (Q10)
Secondly, and again for each of the same set of occasions, how much do you typically spend
on a BOTTLE of wine?
Please select one answer for each occasion
[Hide any occasions where they previously said “I don't drink wine on this type of occasion” from
Q9]
[Rows, randomise]
Add occasion for all countries - As a gift for somebody
[Columns, not randomise]
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UK (+ country abbreviation)
o Less than £4
o Between £4 and £4.99
o Between £5 and £5.99
o Between £6 and £7.99
o Between £8 and £9.99
o Between £10 and £11.99
o More than £12

2.3 On-trade occasions frequency *Vinitrac 2.14 (Q14)
[ALL THOSE WHO BUY WINE IN THE ON-TRADE]
FIRSTLY, HOW FREQUENTLY DO YOU DRINK WINE FOR EACH OF THE FOLLOWING TYPES OF
OCCASION?
PLEASE SELECT ONE ANSWER FOR EACH OCCASION
[Rows, randomise]
o
o
o
o

A relaxing drink out at the end of the day
With an informal meal in a bar/restaurant
With a more formal dinner in a restaurant
At a party/celebration/big night out

[Columns, not randomise] Scale developed/mature markets:
o Less than once per month
o 1-3 times per month
o About once per week
o 2-5 times per week
o Every day/most days
o I don't drink wine on this type of occasion

2.4 On-trade occasions spend *Vinitrac 2.15.15 (Q15)
Secondly, and again for each of the same set of occasions, how much do you typically SPEND
on a bottle of wine?
PLEASE SELECT ONE ANSWER FOR EACH OCCASION
[Rows, randomise]
[Hide any occasions where they previously said “I don't drink wine on this type of occasion” from
Q13]
[Columns, not randomise]
UK (+ country abbreviation)
o Less than £10
o Between £10 and £14.99
o Between £15 and £19.99
o Between £20 and £24.99
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o
o

Between £25 and £29.99
£30 or more

3. Region of origin awareness *Vinitrac 8.1 (Q22)
[ALL SAMPLE]

Looking at the wine-growing regions below, please indicate which ones you have heard of:
Please select all that apply
[Randomised]
o Alsace
o Barossa Valley
o Beaujolais
o Bordeaux
o Bourgogne
o Burgundy
o Cava
o Chablis
o Champagne
o Châteauneuf du Pape
o Chianti
o Corbières
o Côtes du Rhône
o Hawke’s Bay
o Hunter Valley
o Languedoc
o Loire
o Marlborough
o Médoc / Haut-Médoc
o Mendoza
o Napa Valley
o Piedmont
o Prosecco
o Provence
o Ribera del Duero
o Rioja
o Roussillon
o Rueda
o Sancerre
o Sicily
o St Emilion
o Stellenbosch
o Tejo
o Tuscany
o Vin de Pays d'Oc
o Vinho Verde
o Yarra Valley
o None of those

4. Grape variety awareness/consumptions
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4.1 White varietal usage *Vinitrac 6.2 (Q18)
[ALL SAMPLE]
Which white wine grape varieties or types have you drunk in the past 6 months?

Please select all that apply
[Randomise]
o Albariño
o Chardonnay
o Chenin Blanc
o Colombard
o Gewürztraminer
o Grüner Vetliner
o Moscato
o Pinot Grigio/Pinot Gris
o Riesling
o Sauvignon Blanc
o Sémillon
o Torrontés
o Viognier
o Verdejo
o Pinot Blanc [UK only, NEW 2016]
o Other, please specify:___________________
o Don't know

4.2 Red varietal usage *Vinitrac 6.3 (Q19)
[ALL SAMPLE]
Which red wine grape varieties or types have you drunk in the past 6 months?

Please select all that apply
[Randomise]
o Cabernet Sauvignon
o Carménère
o Gamay
o Grenache/Garnacha
o Malbec
o Merlot
o Pinot Noir
o Pinotage
o Sangiovese
o Shiraz / Syrah
o Tempranillo
o Zinfandel
o Other, please specify:____________________
o Don’t know
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Profiling -5. Age *Vinitrac 2.3.16 (Q3)
[ALL SAMPLE]

Which of the following age groups do you fall into?
Please select one answer only
UK
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Under 18 [close if “Under 18” is selected]
18-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55-59
60-64
65 and over

6. Gender *Vinitrac 2.4 (Q4)
[ALL SAMPLE]

Are you…?
Please select one answer only
o
o

Male
Female

7. Salary band *Vinitrac 10.4.15 (Q31)
[ALL SAMPLE]

Which of the following best describes your total household income before taxes last year?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Less than £15,000
£15,000 - £19,999
£20,000 - £29,999
£30,000 - £34,999
£35,000 - £39,999
£40,000 - £44,999
£45,000 - £49,999
£50,000 - £69,999
£70,000 - £99,999
£100,000 - £199,999
Over £200,000
Prefer not to say
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8. Regional location *Vinitrac 2.2.16 (Q2)
[ALL SAMPLE]

Which region do you live in?
Please select one answer only
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

North East
North West
Yorkshire and the Humber
East Midlands
West Midlands
East Anglia
London
South East
South West
Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland

9a. QCoursetakers *Bespoke question
[ASK ALL]
Which of the following tutored wine courses have you taken, if any?:

Please select all answers that apply
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

One Evening Introduction to Wine tasting 2 hour course
Introduction to Wine one day course
4 week Beginners Wine Course
8 week Introductory World of Wine Course
WSET Level 1 Award in Wines
WSET Level 2 Award in Wines & Spirits
WSET Level 3 Award in Wines
Another course (please specify) [open-ended input]
Never taken a tutored wine course [if this is selected, no other responses can also be
selected]

9b. QBasicinterest *Bespoke question
[THOSE WHO HAVE NOT TAKEN A COURSE BEFORE]
How interested are you in taking an introductory, tutored course to learn more about wine?
Please indicate on a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is “No interest at all” and 10 is “Extremely
interested”:
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Please select one answer only
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

0 – No interest at all
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 – Extremely interested

10. Base pack attitudes Q
10.1 Involvement, value and perceived expertise *Vinitrac 5 (Q16)
[ALL SAMPLE]
Looking at the statements below, please indicate the extent to which you agree with each on a
1 to 5 scale where 1="Disagree strongly” and 5="Agree strongly”
Please select one answer for each statement
[Rows, randomise]
o
o
o
o
o

Deciding which wine to buy is an important decision
I have a strong interest in wine
I always look for the best quality wines I can get for my budget
I don’t understand much about wine
Generally speaking, wine is an expensive drink

[Columns, not randomise]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Disagree strongly
Disagree
Neither agree nor disagree
Agree
Agree strongly

10.2 Wine Attitude *Vinitrac 10.1 (Q28)
[ALL SAMPLE]
Thinking about your attitude towards wine, please look at the statements below and choose the one
that is most appropriate to you.
Please select one answer only
o
o
o

I enjoy trying new and different styles of wine on a regular basis
I don't mind what I buy so long as the price is right
I know what I like and I tend to stick to what I know
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10.3 Involvement, value and perceived expertise 2 *Vinitrac 10.2 (Q29)
[ALL SAMPLE]
Looking at the statements below, please indicate the extent to which you agree with each on a 1 to
5 scale where 1="Disagree strongly” and 5="Agree strongly”

Please select one answer for each statement
[Rows, randomise]

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

I like to take my time when I purchase a bottle of wine
Wine is important to me in my lifestyle
Drinking wine gives me pleasure
Compared to others, I know less about the subject of wine
I feel competent about my knowledge of wine
Generally speaking, wine is reasonably priced
It’s often worth spending more to get a better wine [NEW – Add statement]

[Columns, not randomise]
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Disagree strongly
Disagree
Neither agree nor Disagree
Agree
Agree strongly

11. QAttitudetoeducation *Bespoke question
[THOSE WHO HAVE NOT TAKEN A COURSE BEFORE]
We’d like to understand your attitudes to learning more about wine. To what extent do you
agree with the following statements, where 0 means “do not agree at all” and 10 means
“agree completely”?

Please select one answer for each statement
[Rows, randomise] [0-10 scale]

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

I’d feel more comfortable ordering wine at restaurants, if I knew more about it
I’m spending more on wine, so I’d like to understand it better
I think I would get better value-for-money, if I knew more about wine
I’d have the confidence to try different wines, if I knew more about it
I’d like to know more to get a job in the wine trade
I’d like to learn more because wine is a fascinating subject
I often entertain clients, and I’d like to be better at choosing wines to impress them
I have friends or family who know a lot about wine, and I’d like to keep up with them
I know people who have done wine courses, and they enjoyed it
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o
o
o
o
o

I would go on a wine course as part of company training or team-building
I would love it if I was given a wine course as a gift
I would never do a wine course run by a wine shop as they’d be biased to their wines
I would want a wine course to be fun, first and foremost
A wine course would be a great social event with friends or family

[Columns, not randomise]
0. Do not agree at all
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Agree completely

12. QFeaturesofinterest *Bespoke question
[THOSE WHO HAVE NOT TAKEN A COURSE BEFORE]
Wine courses can teach you about a wide range of different aspects of wine. Here are some
topics that could be covered in a wine course. We’d like to understand which are most
important to you to learn more about, on a scale of 0-10, where 0 = “Not important to me at
all” and 10 = “Extremely important to me”

Please select one answer for each statement
[Rows, randomise] [0-10 scale]

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

How to taste wine: identifying wine components, wine quality and ageability
Learning specific aromas using aroma sample kits like “Nez du Vin”
What influences wine flavours: winemaking, vintage, location, etc…
Wine faults like ‘corked’, ‘musty’ or ‘oxidised’
Key red and white grape varieties, and their styles
Overview of ‘classic’ Old World regions like Bordeaux, Burgundy, Champagne or Rioja
Overview of major New World regions like Marlborough, Mendoza, Napa or Barossa
Key wine producers, and the people and stories behind particular wines
Business and legal aspects: wine labelling, taxes and pricing, appellation systems, etc.
Food and wine matching
Storing, ageing and serving wine
Choosing wine well, in supermarkets, wine shops, restaurants etc
Formal certification e.g. QCF (formerly NVQ) Level 1 or 2
Sparkling, sweet & fortified wines
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[Columns, not randomise]
0. Not important to me at all
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10. Extremely important to me

13. QWillingnesstopay *Bespoke question
[THOSE WHO HAVE NOT TAKEN A COURSE BEFORE]
For each of the following real-world wine courses, based on the description you see below,
please indicate the maximum amount of money you would be prepared to pay for it. If you
wouldn’t want to take the course at all, just leave the amount at £0:

[Open number format – Type in number; minimum value £0]
[Randomise order – Each respondent sees only 4 of the 6 options]
1. Jancis Robinson’s Mastering Wine online wine course wording:
Jancis Robinson’s Mastering Wine online course
Join Master of Wine and acclaimed critic, Jancis Robinson, for an online series of 50 bitesized, video lectures, that you can absorb at your own pace.
With 3.5 hours of total tuition, this structured, comprehensive introduction to wine will cover
topics like: how wine is made, where and how to buy wine, avoiding overpriced wine and
how to read wine labels. You’ll understand how to taste wine and write a tasting note. You’ll
compare Old and New World wines. You’ll learn how to match food and wine, how to choose
wines for special occasions and much more.

2. A single evening Beginners Guide to Wine session wording:
Beginners Guide to Wine evening course
Over 2 hours in 1 evening, this taster course is run by a wine establishment close to you, with
their fully-trained expert.
With 6 wines to taste, you’ll learn the basics of wine tasting. You’ll also find out how to
choose from a restaurant wine list, how to serve and enjoy wine, and with selected canapés,
get an introduction to matching food and wine.
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3. Local Wine School’s Saturday Introduction to Wine course wording:
Local Wine School’s Saturday Introduction to Wine course
Experience a fascinating introduction to wine with a Saturday course at your nearest branch
of Local Wine School. This fun day out runs over 5 hours with 12 high quality wines,
Champagne, and a delicious restaurant lunch.
You’ll train your nose for aromas, using the Nez du Vin system, then learn to taste like a pro –
understanding tannin, acidity, oak etc. You’ll cover 9 major grape varieties, their Old World
classic origins and their New World equivalents. You’ll learn the basics of how wines are
made, and how that and climate affect the taste of wine. You’ll also get pointers on getting
value for money buying wine, storing and serving it.

4. Local Wine School’s 8-week Introductory World of Wine wording:
Local Wine School’s 8-week Introductory World of Wine course
The 8 Week World of Wine course will give you the best introduction to wine tasting you
could ever want!
Each week over 2 hours, with 6 wines, you’ll cover 2-3 different regions, discovering what
makes each region unique, and matching wines with food. You’ll learn how to pick wines in
supermarkets, decipher restaurant wine lists, understand wine labels and spot faults. All
while tasting some fantastic wines and building your tasting skills!
You’ll train your nose for aromas, using the Nez du Vin system, then learn to taste like a pro –
understanding tannin, acidity, oak etc. You’ll learn the major grape varieties, how still,
sparkling and sweet wines are made, and how those and climate affect the taste of wine.

5. Wine & Spirit Education Trust (WSET) Level 1 Award in Wines wording:
Wine & Spirit Education Trust (WSET) Level 1 Award in Wines, 1 day course
During one 8-hour day, with 9 wines to taste, this hands-on course teaches students through
sight, smell and taste, to understand more about wine.
You’ll be taught to taste wine systematically, using the WSET Systematic Approach (Level 1),
and be able to identify the main types and styles of wine. You’ll know common grapes and
their characteristics. You’ll also learn the key principles of food and wine pairing, how to
store and serve wine and explore social responsibility around wine consumption.
Successful students will receive a WSET Level 1 Certificate and lapel pin.

6. Wine & Spirit Education Trust (WSET) Level 2 Award in Wines & Spirits wording:
Wine & Spirit Education Trust (WSET) Level 2 Award in Wines & Spirits, 3 day
course
Over three 8-hour days, with 48 wines to taste, this structured and informative course
explores the major grape varieties and important regions that define the world’s key wines.
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You’ll be taught to taste wine systematically, using the WSET Systematic Approach (Level 2).
You’ll learn about production, key labelling terminology and major classifications, to identify
wines with confidence. You’ll appreciate factors that influence wine style, key grape varieties
and their characteristics, and sparkling, sweet and fortified wines. A basic introduction to
major spirits categories is also provided as an online video and in-class revision exercise.
Successful students will receive a WSET Level 2 Certificate and lapel pin.

14. QTrade *Bespoke question
[ALL SAMPLE]
Do you work in any part of the wine trade?

Please select one answer only
o
o

Yes
No
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Section
Title page
Index
Summary
Introduction
Review of research context
Methodology
Results and analysis
Conclusions
Bibliography
Appendices
Total main text
Total Appendices
Total all text

Section titles
23
1
1
1
4
61
55
1
1
1

Table &
Figure titles
0
0
0
0
0
23
447
0
0
34

Tables
0
126
0
0
0
459
234
0
0
0

Words in
scope
0
0
199
651
401
2,613
5,560
513
0
4,759

Total
23
127
200
652
405
3,156
6,296
514
159
4,794

147
1
149

470
34
504

819
0
819

9,937
4,759
14,696

11,373
4,794
16,326

Table 11: Word count breakdown by section and source
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